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Abstract

Specificity of protein-RNA recognition is essential to biological processes and viral

lifecycles, and is determined in large part by hydrogen bonded interactions between

amino acid side chains and nucleic acids. To understand the interaction preferences and

to develop strategies for specific recognition of RNAs, we have calculated and analyzed

all possible hydrogen bonded patterns between side chains and units of RNA structure,

including unpaired bases, the 53 possible RNA base pairs, A-form RNA triplets, and B

form DNA. We find 32 possible bidentate interactions between side chains and the six

unpaired bases, and we use quantum chemical methods to explore the relative energetic

contributions of these interactions, and the correlation with experimentally-observed

frequencies. We find 186 spanning interactions to base pairs, of which a three-hydrogen

bonded Arg-Wobble base pair may be particularly biologically relevant. We provide

Supporting evidence for the interaction, and suggest an experiment to directly address the

presence of three hydrogen bonds. We model possible complex multi-step interactions to

idealized DNA and RNA helices, and find that 3’ cross strand interactions are

significantly more favorable in ARNA. Finally, we propose an approach to looking at

non-ideal nucleic helices, and we propose a method for generating highly specific ligands

to tertiary RNAs.
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Intricate cellular processes in animals, plants, bacteria, and viruses underlie life as

we know it. Molecules binding to RNA are essential in the processes of life, and the

degree of specificity of these interactions is critical to establishing and maintaining

harmony in cells. For instance, in the inherited disease thalassemia, a mutation at the

splicosome-RNA interface [Gorman 2000] leads to aberrant splicing of the hemoglobin

gene, resulting in potentially fatal bone, heart, liver and spleen dysfunction. In AIDS, the

binding of HIV Tat protein to TAR RNA and the binding of HIV Rev protein to RRE

RNA are essential events for viral propagation. Specific ligand-RNA recognition is key

to the effectiveness of the antibiotic streptomycin which functions by interfering with

bacterial ribosomal RNA specifically over mammalian ribosomal RNA [Brodersen 2000]

[Carter 2000] [Schlunzen 2001].

Specificity in protein-RNA interactions is determined by a number of molecular

interactions, including charge-charge, hydrogen bonding, van der Waals (vdw), and

hydrophobic interactions. A single hydrogen bond interaction has been reported to

provide 0.5-1.5 kcal/mol stabilization, whereas a single vdw interaction provides ~0.2

kcal/mol, and hydrophobic interactions provide -20cal/A* [Creighton 1983]. The

energetic contribution of charge-charge interactions varies widely in biological milieu,

and is highly dependent on the surrounding environment. Na+ and Cl-, for instance, have

a strong 120 kcal/mol interaction in the gas phase, but have only a 1.5 kcal/mol

intermolecular affinity in water. Hydrogen bonds are good targets for computational

modeling approaches to understanding specificity of interactions to nucleic acids because

(1) they are a dominant player in protein-nucleic interactions and represent two-thirds of

all base-specific contacts [Luscombe 2001] [Mandel-Gutfreund 1995], (2) their angle and
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distance preferences are strong and well characterized [Taylor 1983] [Taylor 1984]

[Taylor 1984], and (3) there is a clear basis for specificity, that is, we can model

specificity based on two simple assumptions: hydrogen bonds need to be satisfied, and

multiple hydrogen bonds lead to increased specificity.

Intermolecular hydrogen bonds have long been postulated to be important in

specificity of protein-nucleic interactions. Seeman, Rosenberg and Rich, in a key 1976

work [Seeman 1976], systematically examined the possible hydrogen bonding

interactions between amino acid side chains and groups along the edges of the Watson

Crick DNA base pairs. They concluded that interactions involving two hydrogen bonds

would be required to uniquely distinguish each base pair from the others, and inferred

that two hydrogen bonds from a single functional group would specify a site with higher

precision than from two independent groups. Based on this prediction, they predicted the

occurrence of two interactions: an arginine-guanine (Arg-G) interaction, where the

guanidinium group of Arg donates two hydrogen bonds to the O6 and N7 hydrogen bond

acceptors of G, and an asparagine-adenine (Asn-A) interaction, where the carboxyamide

makes two hydrogen bonds to the N6 donor and N7 acceptor of A. The two predictions,

made before a single protein-nucleic structure had been solved, have been shown to be

important in protein-nucleic recognition. A recent study [Luscombe 2001] done with a

set of 129 high-resolution crystal structures of protein-DNA complexes resulted in 54

examples of bidentate interactions between single side-chains and single bases, of which

43% is the mentioned Arg-G interaction and another 26% is the Asn/Gln-A interaction.

Inclusion of another 25 out of 26 Arg-G interactions that are classified as single hydrogen

bonding interactions but are likely to be bidentate interactions [Luscombe 2001] would
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shift the percentage of interactions of 61% Arg-G interactions and 18% Asn/Gln-A. Thus

70 to 80% of the observed bidentate interactions were predicted by Seeman et al from

simple consideration of possible hydrogen bonding patterns.

Efforts to identify a simple and general “recognition code” for protein-DNA

interactions have been largely unsuccessful however. Common interaction patterns have

been found within a given structural context such as the zinc-finger or helix-turn-helix

[Suzuki 1994] [Wolfe 2000]. A statistical study of 52 protein-DNA complexes derived a

set of amino acid-base and amino acid-backbone propensities, based on hydrogen

bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and the relative positioning of C atoms, that could

reasonably predict the preferred binding sites for several DNA-binding proteins [Kono

1999]. Even within a given structural context, however, variations in nucleic and protein

backbone geometries can lead to differences in “recognition codes” [Elrod-Erickson

1998][Wolfe 2000]. In addition, dynamics and kinetics of induced fit and conformational

capture can be important factors in specific recognition [Frankel 1998] [Williamson

2000], but are currently not easily considered.

However, the successes of the Seeman et al. and Kono et al. predictions and the

clear importance of hydrogen bonding at protein-nucleic interfaces [Luscombe 2001]

demonstrate that studies of specificity strategies for discrimination of nucleic acids

provide useful foundations for understanding protein-nucleic specificity. The analysis of

protein-RNA interactions is at an earlier stage compared to analysis of protein-DNA

interactions, with only about 45 available structures that represent only a small subset of

possible RNA tertiary elements. However, some characteristics are beginning to emerge

[Allers 2001] [Treger 2001] [Jones 2001]. With respect to hydrogen bonding, perhaps



the most obvious difference between RNA and DNA complexes is the use of the ribose

2’OH group in about a quarter of all hydrogen bonds [Treger 2001]. In addition, of all

the observed base-specific interactions, hydrogen bonds appear less dominant than in

DNA complexes [Jones 2001] [Allers 2001] [Treger 2001], probably because a

significant number of bases are not stacked within Watson-Crick duplexes and

consequently some bases are sequestered from solvent via van der Waals interactions

with the protein. Nevertheless, the importance of hydrogen bonding for RNA-binding

specificity is as apparent for RNA as it is for DNA.

In RNA, a great variety of non-canonical features augment the standard base

paired Watson-Crick helices. Not only can RNA involve 51 base pairs in addition to the

2 Watson-Crick base pairs [Walberer 2002], but RNA can also involve a variety of loops,

bulges, and flipped out bases that contribute to formation of exquisite tertiary structures

[Sanger 1984]. RNA binding proteins often target non-canonical features to gain specific

recognition [Draper 1999].

The construction and analysis of databases of all possible hydrogen-bonding

interactions between amino acids and units of RNA structure thus can be useful in the

understanding, prediction, and design of proteins and peptides that bind specifically to

RNAs. The enumerated interactions can be useful by itself as a reference database. For

instance, given mutational data identifying the importance of a base and amino acid in

protein-RNA recognition for a particular complex, the database of interactions can

suggest recognition and binding modes based on hydrogen bonding. I can also pick out

interactions that can be especially useful in gaining recognition specificity. From the

design perspective, the specific interactions I identify may be useful in the design of



proteins that specifically recognize a given RNA While the Seeman et al. modeling

studies are highly successful in predicting the frequency of interactions, the commonality

of the predicted Arg-G and Asn-A make them less useful in designing specificity.

However, prediction of interactions to unique noncanonical RNA features does not suffer

the same issue, and thus are likely to be significantly more useful in the design and

analysis of specific RNA-protein binding.

In this work, I build and analyze all possible hydrogen bonding patterns for amino

acids interacting with progressively more complicated units of RNA structure. Chapters

2, 3, and 4 are completed or nearly completed manuscripts that describe the work done

for single bases, base-pairs, and, lastly, canonical helices. Chapter 5 surveys the future

directions of this work and steps taken toward achieving them, and presents a method for

design of RNA-binding small molecule ligands.

Chapter 2 introduces the general method that I use, which is encapsulated in a

program called WASABI. The method is applied to predict bidentate hydrogen-bonding

interactions to single bases. Single bases are found flipped out into solution in RNA

bulges, such as that found in HIV RRE, and loops, such as that found in U1A snRNA,

providing novel recognition elements for proteins. I look at spanning interactions to the

53 possible RNA base pairs. Spanning interactions involve a minimum of one hydrogen

bond to each base of the base pair, allowing recognition of the base pair as a unit.

Analysis of the spanning interactions suggests strategies for specificity, including a three

hydrogen-bond Arg spanning interaction to the major groove of the wobble base pair.

In Chapter 3, quantum-chemical methods are used to derive a ranking of a our

predicted hydrogen-bonded interactions between amino acids and single bases. The



results of the calculation provide a relative measure of the inherent stability of each

interaction pattern, and can be used as a basis for understanding other contributors to

specificity. I find a good correlation between our interaction energy rankings and

observed occurrences of the same interactions in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

In Chapter 4, the WASABI method is applied to the next level of RNA structure,

the idealized ARNA, and I examine how differences in the helical rise and displacement

of ARNA and BDNA give rise to significant differences in protein recognition strategies.

Because small peptide motifs, such as alpha helices and beta turns, can be used to

specifically recognize either DNA or RNA, one question I explore is how single amino

acids making multiple hydrogen bonds can be used to differentiate one nucleic helix form

over another. In practice such discrimination will be only one component of recognition,

but it can be important in small peptides where a few residues are tasked to specify a

complicated site.

Chapter 5 describes a proposed experiment for testing an interesting Arg-Wobble

interaction from Chapter 2, and future directions for exploring specific recognition to

more complex RNA structures. Extending the studies of idealized helices, I propose a

method of looking at specificity to non-ideal nucleic helices. Interactions between

molecules and tertiary RNA structures are just beginning to be explored [Cheng 2001]. I

hypothesize the importance of hydrogen bonds in ligand recognition at ribosomal binding

sites, and suggest a possible plan for experimental design of specific RNA-binding drugs

that might be used to disrupt microbial ribosomal function and alter disease progression

in cases such as AIDS and Fragile X.
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ABSTRACT

Sequence-specific protein-RNA recognition is determined in part by hydrogen bonding

interactions between amino acid side chains and nucleotide bases. To examine the

repertoire of possible interactions, we have calculated all geometrically plausible

arrangements in which amino acids hydrogen bond to unpaired bases, such as those found

in RNA bulges and loops, or to the 53 possible RNA base pairs. We find 32 possible

interactions that involve two or more hydrogen bonds to the six unpaired bases (including

protonated adenine and cytosine), 17 of which have been observed. We find 186

“spanning” interactions to base pairs in which the amino acid hydrogen bonds to both

bases, in principle allowing particular base pairs to be selectively targeted. Of the

spanning interactions, 4 are to the Watson-Crick pairs and 15 are to the G:U wobble pair

commonly found in RNA structures, including an interesting arrangement involving three

hydrogen bonds to the Arg guanidinium group. A systematic analysis of the computed

databases reveals that interactions involving two hydrogen bonds to U (or T) can occur

only if the base is unpaired, suggesting a possible role for bulged Us in protein

recognition. In general, the distribution of donors and acceptors on the bases allows

Asn/Gln, which has both acceptor and donor groups, to make numerous interactions, and

Asp/Glu, which has two acceptors, to make relatively few. The databases highlight some

general characteristics of amino acid-base hydrogen bonding and may be useful for

analyzing experimental data, devising tests of proposed interactions, and designing novel
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INTRODUCTION

The ability of proteins to recognize specific RNA sites is important in many

biological systems but the “rules” governing these interactions are not well understood.

This is in part because the structural database of protein-RNA complexes is still relatively

limited (despite the recent addition of the ribosomal subunit structures) and, perhaps more

importantly, because RNA structures are so diverse. In addition to Watson-Crick helices,

RNAs often contain non-Watson-Crick base pairs, unpaired bases such as those in bulges

and loops, and base triples or other higher order tertiary interactions (Draper, 1999;

Hermann & Patel, 1999). Therefore many of the principles of protein-DNA recognition

inferred from the large number of solved structures (Luscombe et al., 2001; Pabo &

Nekludova, 2000) do not apply to RNA.

Despite the current gaps in knowledge, it is apparent that one important

determinant of specificity in both DNA and RNA complexes is the complementary nature

of hydrogen bonding interactions between polar groups on the protein side chains and

nucleic acid bases. A seminal study by Seeman et al. conducted before the structure of

even a single protein-nucleic acid complex had been solved (Seeman et al., 1976)

systematically examined the possible hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid

side chains and groups along the edges of the Watson-Crick base pairs. They concluded

that interactions involving two hydrogen bonds would be required to uniquely distinguish

each base pair from the others, and inferred that two hydrogen bonds from a single

functional group would specify a site with higher precision than from two independent

groups, analogous to the “chelate effect” in which formation of one bond favors

formation of additional bonds by an increase in effective concentration (Creighton, 1993).

Based on their analysis, Seeman et al. predicted two interactions in which precisely

positioned side chains in the DNA major groove could discriminate amongst all the base

pairs: one in which the guanidinium group of Arg donates two hydrogen bonds to the O6
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and N7 acceptor groups of guanine (G) and a second in which the carboxamide group of

Asn (or Gln) hydrogen bonds to the N7 acceptor and N6 donor groups of adenine (A).

These interactions are indeed the most commonly observed in protein-DNA complexes

(Luscombe et al., 2001; Lustig & Jernigan, 1995; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1995; Pabo &

Sauer, 1992), and the importance of such direct amino acid-base hydrogen bonds in

determining sequence specificity has been confirmed by many structure-function studies.

Several detailed studies have analyzed the interactions observed in protein-DNA

complexes, partly in efforts to determine whether a “recognition code” exists for DNA

double helices (Choo & Klug, 1997; Jones et al., 1999; Kono & Sarai, 1999; Luscombe et

al., 2001; Lustig & Jernigan, 1995; Mandel-Gutfreund & Margalit, 1998; Mandel

Gutfreund et al., 1995; Pabo & Nekludova, 2000; Suzuki, 1994). It seems clear that

while no simple code exists, some common interaction patterns can be found, particularly

within a given structural context such as the zinc finger or helix-turn-helix motif (Choo &

Klug, 1997; Pabo & Nekludova, 2000; Suzuki & Yagi, 1994). Hydrogen bonding

interactions to the bases comprise about two-thirds of all base-specific contacts

(Luscombe et al., 2001), and interactions involving two hydrogen bonds from the side

chain are dominated by the Arg-G and Asn(Gln)-A interactions described above. The

only other frequent bidentate interaction utilizes the amino group of Lys to hydrogen

bond to the O6 and N7 acceptors of guanine, although other two hydrogen-bond

interactions are found that utilize bifurcated bonds or donors and acceptors from the

peptide backbone (Luscombe et al., 2001). A statistical survey of 28 protein-DNA

complexes found that side chains possessing both donor and acceptor atoms more

frequently use the donor atom for hydrogen bonding (Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1995).

Despite the importance of direct amino acid-base hydrogen bonds in determining DNA

sequence-specificity, it is clear that many other types of interactions are used, including

water-mediated hydrogen bonds, van der Waals contacts, and interactions to the sugar

phosphate backbone, and that the structural context in which the interactions are
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presented is an inherent part of the recognition process (Jones et al., 1999; Kono & Sarai,

1999; Luscombe et al., 2001; Pabo & Nekludova, 2000; Suzuki, 1994). A statistical

study of 52 protein-DNA complexes derived a set of amino acid-base and amino acid

backbone propensities, based on hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and the

relative positioning of Co. atoms, that could reasonably predict the preferred binding sites

for several DNA-binding proteins (Kono & Sarai, 1999).

The analysis of protein-RNA interactions is at an earlier stage and the available

structures represent only a small subset of possible RNA tertiary elements, but some

characteristics are beginning to emerge (Allers & Shamoo, 2001; Draper, 1999; Jones et

al., 2001; Steitz, 1999; Treger & Westhof, 2001). With respect to hydrogen bonding,

perhaps the most obvious difference between RNA and DNA complexes is the use of the

ribose 2'OH group in about a quarter of all hydrogen bonds (Treger & Westhof, 2001).

In addition, of all the observed base-specific interactions, hydrogen bonds appear less

dominant than in DNA complexes (Allers & Shamoo, 2001; Jones et al., 2001; Treger &

Westhof, 2001), probably because a significant number of bases are not stacked within

Watson-Crick duplexes and consequently some bases are sequestered from solvent via

van der Waals interactions with the protein. Nevertheless, the importance of hydrogen

bonding for RNA-binding specificity is as apparent for RNA as it is for DNA. Here we

report the construction of databases of all possible hydrogen-bonding interactions

between amino acids and bases or base pairs that can occur in RNA structures. The

problem is more complex than that faced by Seeman et al. (Seeman et al., 1976) in that

many more RNA base configurations are possible beyond those in Watson-Crick helices

and thus a systematic computational approach is required. The databases include

interactions between unpaired bases, such as those found in bulges or loops, and non

Watson-Crick base pairs, some of which involve multiple hydrogen bonds that may be

used to uniquely recognize bases in particular structural contexts. Because noncanonical

features are important recognition elements of RNA structures, the database of
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interactions may be even more useful for RNAs than it is for DNAs in analysis of

recognition strategies. The databases may be useful not only for analyzing existing

interactions but perhaps also for designing novel interactions in RNA-binding proteins or

peptides.
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METHODS

Database Construction

The approach for generating all possible hydrogen-bonding arrangements of

amino acid side chains with bases or bases pairs utilizes simple geometric and steric

criteria and is illustrated in Fig. 1A. The program WASABI (What Are the Specific

Amino acid-Base Interactions) first forms a single linear hydrogen bond between a side

chain and base for every possible combination of donor and acceptor groups, and then

samples the allowable three-dimensional conformations by rotating the side chain around

each of five angles (pivoting around the donor or acceptor atoms) while still maintaining

the initial bond. Rotations in only five of the six planes are sufficient to sample the

available space because one rotation is symmetric along the axis of the hydrogen bond

and would be redundant for the donor and acceptor sites. Each conformation is evaluated

for the formation of additional hydrogen bonds (using the parameters shown in Fig. 1B)

and the absence of steric clashes. The “best” conformation, as judged by a simple scoring

function that favors linear hydrogen bonds, is identified and all unique hydrogen-bonding

arrangements are stored, including those with single hydrogen bonds. This three

dimensional search algorithm is an adaptation of a two-dimensional version used to

generate all possible base-base combinations (Walberer, 2000; Walberer et al., 2002).

Conformational searches were performed utilizing the nine fixed hydrogen

bonding side chain moieties shown in Fig. 1C, including unprotonated and protonated

forms of histidine, and either with the six RNA bases (A, C, G, U, A+, C+) or 53 possible

RNA base pairs generated by Walberer et al. (Walberer et al., 2002). In addition, we

°onstructed interactions with the additional DNA base, thymine, and the 17 possible base

pairs that utilize thymine (Walberer, 2000). These types of amino acid-DNA interactions

*/9ccur in the context of single-stranded sites or in helices with extruded bases.
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For our steric parameters, van der Waals radii taken from AMBER parm.94

(Cornell et al., 1995) were divided by 2" to approximate hard sphere radii (Israelachvili,

1989); these radii were further reduced by 0.8 to include geometries slightly outside a

reasonable steric range. Polar hydrogens were assigned van der Waals radii of 0.2 and

also were further reduced by the 0.8 steric parameter. Because the polar hydrogens had

such small radii, we implemented a filter that removed conformations in which two polar

hydrogens were closer than 2.5A, thereby eliminating unfavorable arrangements with two

nearby positive charges. Amino acid side chains were constructed using the LEAP

package with param.96 residue definitions (Cornell et al., 1995).

The parameters used to define a hydrogen bond (Fig. 1B) were chosen based on

the analysis of small molecule high-resolution crystal structures (Taylor & Kennard,

1984; Taylor et al., 1983) and on an empirical test of the donor angle parameter. A

maximum distance of 3.4A was used for all hydrogen bonds. We estimated acceptor and

donor parameters from the small molecule analysis, which reported only acceptor

hydrogen-donor atom angles, by assuming a hydrogen-acceptor length of 2.0A and a

donor-hydrogen bond length of 1.0A and using donor angle = sin"(D), where D is as

described previously (Taylor & Kennard, 1984). For the nitrogen acceptor angle, we

found that values of 0+22° for two-center bonds and 0+45° for three-center bonds were 3

Standard deviations from the mean and therefore included ~99% of observed hydrogen

bonds. Thus, we used a nitrogen acceptor angle of 0+50° to include slightly unreasonable

geometries and to allow us to incrementally sample conformations using a 4° step size.

We used an oxygen acceptor angle of 0+90° for similar reasons. To determine our donor
angle parameter, we performed a set of WASABI calculations using angles of 0+30°, 32°,

34°, 36°, 38°, and 40° and found that 0+36° generated all known interactions (see below)

*d that at least some of the additional conformations generated using a 0+38° angle

*PPeared reasonable by inspection. A similar empirical approach was used to select the

0+18° donor angle parameter used to construct the base-base interaction database, which
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was substantially more restrictive due to the planar nature of the conformational search

(Walberer et al., 2002).

As mentioned above, WASABI generates multiple conformations with the same

hydrogen bonding arrangement and thus we devised an empirical scoring function in

order to select a representative conformation with as planar an arrangement as possible.

Scores (S) were calculated as follows: S = wi"(1+[A/r)"—[B/riº) + wi"sin"d 4 w;"sin a 4.

w;"sinºp, where wi:w2.w3:w4 = 100:30:1:1 for oxygen acceptors and 100:30:10:0 for

nitrogen acceptors, a is the acceptor angle, d is the donor angle, p is the angle between the

plane of the side chain and the plane of the base or base pair, r is the distance between the

non-hydrogen donor and acceptor, and A and B are parameterized to mean hydrogen bond

distances of 2.95A for N-O bonds, 2.73A for O-O bonds, and 2.90A for N-N bonds,

which are average distances calculated from the database of known protein-nucleic acid

complexes and similar to those previously reported (Baker & Hubbard, 1984; Jeffrey &

Saenger, 1991; Saenger, 1984; Taylor & Kennard, 1984; Taylor et al., 1983).

Finally, we wished to ensure that each calculated arrangement could

accommodate a nucleotide backbone and complete amino acid side chain. We added C2’

endo or C3’ endo ribose sugars (generated using AMBER parm.94 parameters) to each

base in a combinatorial manner, rotating the sugars by 360° around the C1'-N1 bond in 2°

increments. We similarly added all amino acid rotamers (Dunbrack & Cohen, 1997)

(August 10, 1999 release) in a combinatorial manner and identified any model in which

no set of sugar and rotamer conformations could be accommodated sterically. These

models were analyzed further using DIVERSIGEN as described below. Although we

used one hydrogen bond moiety to represent Asn(Gln), Asp(Glu), and Ser(Thr) side

chains (Fig. 1C), rotamers of all represented amino acids also were added for these final

Steric tests. Interestingly, two interactions involving bifurcated hydrogen bonds with Ser

and Thr were found to be sterically impossible but could occur with Tyr. Despite the
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larger size of the Tyr side chain, the planarity of the aromatic ring makes the interaction

more favorable than with the Ser or Thr side chains (see Results and Discussion).

Diversity Generator

Each hydrogen-bonding arrangement is represented in our databases by a single

conformation, however many three-dimensional conformations typically are possible for

each arrangement. We constructed a diversity generating program, DIVERSIGEN, that

begins with one conformation and creates a set of conformations chosen to represent the

sterically accessible space for the particular hydrogen-bonding arrangement. The

program generates -10,000 conformations (or 1000-4000 in a few particularly sterically

restricted cases) which then are clustered into a specified number (10 to ~10,000). For

arrangements that could not accommodate the nucleotide sugars and side chain rotamers

(see above), we generated 10 conformations and tested each for its ability to

accommodate the sugars and rotamers. Those few arrangements that could not (see Table

1) were eliminated from the databases.

To generate conformational diversity, first the length of each hydrogen bond in a

particular arrangement is set to three values, corresponding to short, median, and long

distances that cover the experimentally observed range for each type of donor-acceptor

pair. Next, the same five angles varied in the WASABI search again are incrementally

Varied, beginning with a large step size, and hydrogen bond distances and angles are

monitored and steric tests performed using the parameters described above to retain

plausible conformations with the appropriate hydrogen bonds. Conformations generated

using each of the starting hydrogen bond lengths are retained, until a total of ~10,000 are

generated. The step size used for each of the angles varied is adjusted iteratively to

achieve the desired 10,000 conformations. These conformations then are clustered into

the desired number of representatives, chosen to cover conformational space as

°ompletely as possible. It is particularly difficult to achieve a good representation when
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choosing a small number of conformations to represent a broad space. To assess whether

a chosen set of conformations reasonably represents the space sampled, we define

similarity of any two conformations as the Euclidean distance between the five

parameters of the WASABI search. For conformations a and b, with parameter

coordinates {al, a2 ... a6}, {bi, b2 ... b3}, Euclidean distance (dE) is defined by de = |a-b|.

For any given de, conformations may be grouped and represented by one suitable

conformation as long as they fall within the same de range. Thus, we are defining

conformational similarity based on hydrogen bonding parameters and not on the r.m.s.d.

of three-dimensional coordinates. The clustering routine produces conformations within

each hydrogen bond class (short, median, long), with their number proportional to the

number of conformations found for each in the WASABI search. If one of the hydrogen

bond lengths produces few possible conformations, then few, if any, with that hydrogen

bond length may be found in the clustered set.

Database Search of Observed Interactions

We identified all hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acids and bases or

base pairs in protein-DNA and protein-RNA complexes in the PDB (September 12, 2000

release, and the 30S ribosome (1.fjf); see Table 2). For this search, we slightly relaxed the

hydrogen bonding parameters, using a donor angle of 0+40° and a maximum distance of

3.5A to ensure that no plausible interactions would be missed. Of the 295 protein-DNA

complexes examined, 253 were crystal structures, 17 were averaged, energy-minimized

NMR structures, and 25 were NMR ensembles. Of the 76 protein-RNA complexes

examined, 54 were crystal structures, 6 were averaged, energy-minimized NMR

structures, and 16 were NMR ensembles. Only crystal structures with <3.5A resolution

were used, and protons were added using Insight■ (Biosym) or AMBER PROTONATE.

Polymerases and topoisomerases were not examined, and for crystal structures with

multiple complexes in a unit cell, only one representative was included. We made no
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other attempts to remove other possible sources of redundancy, including similar

structures solved by more than one group, similar structures reported at different levels of

resolution or refinement, or mutant structures (one interaction was observed only in a

mutant; see Results and Discussion). For the NMR structures, we scored the presence of

an interaction if it was observed in the averaged structure or any member of an ensemble.

Our goal for this study was to gather all the observed interactions rather than to compile

precise statistics.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To better understand the ways in which RNA sites might be recognized by

proteins in a base-specific manner, we calculated “complete” databases of all possible

hydrogen bonding interactions between amino acid side chains and either the six unpaired

bases (A, C, G, U, A+, and C+) or the 53 possible RNA base pairs in planar

conformations (Walberer et al., 2002). Although our focus is primarily on RNA, we also

constructed databases that include thymine or the 17 possible thymine-containing base

pairs that might be found in single-stranded DNA structures. A simple geometric

algorithm (WASABI; Fig. 1A) was utilized in which a single hydrogen bond was first

formed between a hydrogen-bonding donor or acceptor of a side chain moiety (Fig. 1C)

and a complementary group on a base, followed by a systematic conformational search

that identified additional possible hydrogen bonds in sterically plausible configurations.

Each of five hydrogen bond angles (Fig. 1B) was varied in 4° steps such that no other

donor or acceptor on any of the amino acid side chains would move by more than 0.6A.

The hydrogen bonding and steric parameters used were slightly beyond what would be

considered energetically favorable to help ensure completeness of the databases. A single

conformation was chosen to represent each unique hydrogen-bonding arrangement using

a scoring function that attempted to maintain relatively planar geometries when possible

(see Methods). One limitation to the WASABI algorithm is that the length of the initial

hydrogen bond remains fixed during the conformational search, but its length

subsequently may be varied to generate multiple conformations of any hydrogen-bonding

*Tangement (see below). The databases contain all possible amino acid-base and amino

acid-base pair arrangements with one or more hydrogen bond (Table 1), but we focus

Primarily on interactions containing two or more bonds that have defined orientations and

*y contribute to high binding specificity.
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In addition to the simple steric criteria applied by WASABI to the side chains and

bases, we also wished to ensure that each hydrogen-bonding arrangement could

accommodate the nucleic acid backbone and at least one reasonable conformation of a

full amino acid side chain. We added C2’- and C3’-endo conformations of the ribose

sugar and all amino acid rotamers (Dunbrack & Cohen, 1997) in a combinatorial manner

to all arrangements and found that every interaction to the unpaired bases was acceptable

whereas 170 interactions to the base pairs were sterically restricted. Given that the

WASABI search utilized only planar conformations of the base pairs (Walberer et al.,

2002) and output only a single conformation for each hydrogen-bonding arrangement, we

wished to generate a larger set of plausible conformations for any individual arrangement

and to re-examine their abilities to accommodate the backbone moieties. We constructed

the DIVERSIGEN algorithm, which generates a specified number of output

conformations for a single hydrogen-bonding arrangement (see Methods; Fig. 2), and

found that only 12 arrangements to the base pairs remained sterically impossible when

multiple conformations were tested (Table 1). DIVERSIGEN may be used to generate

multiple conformations of amino acid interactions with bases or base pairs (Fig. 2A) or of

interactions between bases (Fig. 2B).

The modeled interactions were constructed using the hydrogen-bonding moieties

shown in Fig. 1C, assuming that interactions involving the carboxyl groups of Asp and

Glu, the carboxamide groups of Asn and Gln, and the hydroxyl groups of Ser and Thr

Would be redundant. Indeed, we found that all arrangements could accommodate the

extra lengths of the Glu, Gln, and Thr side chains. Initially we considered the hydroxyl

°ontaining moiety of Tyr as separate from Ser(Thr), but subsequently found that all

Ser(Thr) interactions could be represented by Tyr interactions despite the extra bulk of

the Tyr ring. Interestingly, two Tyr-base pair arrangements cannot occur with Ser, both

"olving a bifurcated hydrogen bond to one base that is located close to the sugar of the

Second base (Fig. 3). All interactions with thymine were possible with uracil. Thus, the
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databases were appropriately filtered for all types of redundant interactions, including

those with His-F and pseudo-symmetric arrangements with Asn(Gln) and Arg moieties

that produce structural redundancies (Table 1).

Amino Acid-Base Interactions

There are 344 unique ways for the amino acid hydrogen-bonding moieties to

interact with the bases, including A+ and C+ (Table 1). Of these, 225 utilize single

hydrogen bonds, representing all possible acceptor-donor combinations. Some of the

interactions, even with one hydrogen bond, require that the amino acid be roughly

perpendicular to the plane of the base because of sterics, particularly for His interactions

to adenine N3. To focus the analysis, we removed bifurcated hydrogen-bonding

interactions and those involving the protonated bases (A+, C+) that do not form hydrogen

bonds to the extra proton (Table 1). Thus, there are 32 unique interactions involving two

or more hydrogen bonds between amino acid side chains and the unpaired bases (shown

in Fig. 4). For two of the Asn(Gln) interactions, we present arrangements that include

bifurcated bonds that probably are more stable than the non-bifurcated versions in the

database. Of the 32 possible interactions, 12 involve Asn(Gln) and 8 involve

Ser(Thr/Tyr). Both types of side chains show potential interactions to all bases except

At, and their dominance likely reflects the high probability of pairing with

complementary donor and acceptor groups on the bases, as is also true for base-base

interactions (Walberer et al., 2002). Asp(Glu), with two acceptors, shows 5 interactions,

including one to A+ not possible with the unprotonated base, and none to U. Arg, with

five hydrogen donors on its guanidinium group, allows only 4 interactions, all to C and G.

To help evaluate the completeness of our database and to determine whether any

"les might be inferred from known interactions, we identified amino acid-base hydrogen

bonds in protein-nucleic acid complexes in the PDB (Table 2), using slightly relaxed

hydrogen bond parameters (see Methods) to help ensure that no plausible interactions
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would be missed. All observed interactions are found in our database, including 17 of the

32 possible two-hydrogen bonded arrangements (Table 3; Fig. 4). There are 12 types of

interactions in DNA complexes, including 5 in the major groove and 2 in the minor

groove of Watson-Crick helices, with the Arg-G and Asn(Gln)-A interactions (#26 and

#13, Fig. 4) predicted by Seeman et al. (Seeman et al., 1976) dominating, as previously

observed (Luscombe et al., 2001; Lustig & Jernigan, 1995; Mandel-Gutfreund et al.,

1995; Pabo & Sauer, 1992). Only 5 types of DNA interactions are found in which amino

acids form two hydrogen bonds to a Watson-Crick face. Asp (or Glu)-C+ interactions

(#29, Fig. 4) are observed in Hhal and Hae|II methylase complexes in which cytosines are

extruded from the DNA helix (Klimasauskas et al., 1994; Reinisch et al., 1995), Asp-G

interactions (#28, Fig. 4) are observed in two telomere-binding protein complexes (Ding

et al., 1999; Horvath et al., 1998), a Lys-C interaction (#6, Fig. 4) is observed in a

nucleocapsid-single-stranded DNA complex (Morellet et al., 1998), Asn (or Gln)-A

interactions (#16, Fig. 4) are observed in an RNaseB-DNA complex (Ko et al., 1996), and

a Ser-U interaction is observed in a reverse transcriptase complex (#3, Fig. 4) (Najmudin

et al., 2000).

Despite the small database of protein-RNA complexes, the greater diversity of

amino acid-base interactions already seems apparent. There are 13 types of interactions

to RNAs, including 6 in which amino acids form two hydrogen bonds to a Watson-Crick

face (Table 3). Of these, Gln-U, Arg-C, Ser-C, and Ser-C+ interactions (#4, #8, #12, #31;

Fig. 4) have been observed only in RNA complexes, the Lys-C and Asp-C+ interactions

(#6, #29) mentioned above only have been observed in DNA complexes, and the Asp-G

interaction (#28) has been observed in both DNA and RNA complexes, including RNA

Complexes with TRAP and threonyl-tRNA synthetase (Antson et al., 1999;

Sankaranarayanan et al., 1999). The Asp-G interaction in the TRAP complex is essential

for binding (Elliott et al., 1999), and also is observed in the binding of GTP by G

Proteins, where binding specificity can be switched to xanthine (XTP) by a compensatory
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switch to the donor and acceptor arrangement of Asn (Powers & Walter, 1995). In

addition to recognition of the Watson-Crick faces of the bases, some interactions to the

major or minor groove faces are found in unpaired or non-Watson-Crick pairing contexts

(Table 3), adding further to the diversity of interactions seen with RNAs. For recognition

of RNA Watson-Crick pairs, the Arg-G interaction is the most common, as for DNA, but

the ASn(Gln)-A interaction is not observed at all, as noted previously (Allers & Shamoo,

2001).

Five of the 32 interactions in our calculated database were found only because of

the wide 38° donor angle used (see Fig. 4 legend). We suspect that these arrangements

may not be energetically favorable, and none have yet been observed. To preliminarily

assess whether our models are energetically reasonable, we calculated in vacuo

interaction energies of the 28 arrangements involving the four unprotonated bases using

quantum chemical methods and found that the five interactions near the edge of our

parameter range were unstable (data not shown). Of the remaining 23 arrangements, all

but Lys-G (#25) appear quite reasonable, with good hydrogen bond geometries and

favorable interaction energies (A.C.C. and A.D.F., in preparation).

Amino Acid-Base Pair Interactions

One potentially attractive strategy to uniquely recognize portions of an RNA

involves simultaneous hydrogen bonding to both partners of a non-Watson-Crick base

pair. The Rev-RRE interaction appears to utilize such a strategy to recognize an unusual

G:A base pair (Battiste et al., 1996; Ye et al., 1996). To systematically examine the

possible amino acid interactions with base pairs, we constructed a database using the 53

possible RNA base pairs that are bridged by two or more hydrogen bonds (and 17

additional pairs that include thymine) (Walberer et al., 2002). After removing bifurcated

and redundant interactions, as for the unpaired bases, we identified 186 “spanning”

interactions in which two or more hydrogen bonds bridge across each pair (Table 1).
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Table 4 lists all interactions by the 53 RNA base pairs defined by Walberer et al.

(Walberer et al., 2002). The database is dominated by interactions with Asn(Gln) (77

arrangements), as for the unpaired bases, but in contrast, interactions with Arg are

common (64 arrangements) and interactions with Asp(Glu) are very rare (3

arrangements). Interestingly, very few Arg interactions are possible to the purine-purine

base pairs (just 3 arrangements) but are common to the purine-pyrimidine and pyrimdine

pyrimidine pairs.

Of the 186 possible spanning interactions, nine potentially form three hydrogen

bonds from Asn(Gln) or Arg side chains (Fig. 5). The four interactions involving Arg are

to G:U wobble or reverse wobble base pairs (see below) whereas the five interactions

involving Asn(Gln) are to four unusual base pairs, two G:G and two G:C+ pairs. These

six base pairs are among the most commonly used for all spanning interactions (base

pairs #8, 10, 18, 20, 31, 32; Table 4), reflecting the diversity of their donor and acceptor

groups. Some of these pairs also are observed to form potential base triple interactions in

which a third base, rather than an amino acid, is used to span the base pair (Walberer et

al., 2002).

Eight types of spanning interactions have been observed (Fig. 6), including four to

Watson-Crick pairs and one to a G:U wobble pair (discussed below), and five of the eight

are in RNA complexes. In the crystal structure of a spliceosomal U2B”-U2A’ protein

complex to a U2 snRNA hairpin (Price et al., 1998), Lys20 makes a spanning interaction

to a U:U base pair located in the loop (Fig. 6). This U:U pair provides an important hinge

that orients the loop relative to the stem and helps explain differences in binding

specificity between the U2 complex and a related U1A-hairpin complex (Oubridge et al.,

1994). In NMR structures of an HIV Rev peptide bound to an RRE hairpin or to a related

RNA aptamer (Battiste et al., 1996; Ye et al., 1996), the carboxamide of Asn-30 hydrogen

bonds to both bases of an important G:A base pair (Fig. 6). The position of Asn-10 in the

two Rev peptide-RNA complexes is well-defined by the NMR data, but the Asn-G:A
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hydrogen bonding arrangements appear to differ (Fig. 6). It is not yet clear whether the

difference in these spanning interactions reflects the slightly different RNA contexts in

which the G:A pair is presented or inaccuracies in the structures. A tight RRE-binding

peptide identified from a combinatorial library probably utilizes a Gln side chain, instead

of ASn, in the context of a polyarginine framework to form a spanning interaction to the

G:A pair (Tan & Frankel, 1998).

Our database of 186 spanning interactions contains only six of the eight observed

cases, reflecting some limitations of our modeling approach. We did not identify one of

the Rev-RRE Asn-G:A interactions (Fig. 6) because the G:A pair is especially nonplanar

in the complex (Battiste et al., 1996). Nevertheless, this spanning interaction was readily

identified when we first used DIVERSIGEN to generate 10 conformations of the G:A

pair (Fig. 2B) and then used WASABI to generate all possible amino acid hydrogen

bonding interactions. Thus, subsequent databases may take into account an even wider

three-dimensional structural diversity of base pairings. The second observed spanning

interaction not present in our modeled database is seen in the crystal structure of EcoRV

bound to its cognate GATATC DNA site (Winkler et al., 1993). In this case, a Thr-A:T

spanning interaction in the middle of the site places two polar hydrogens at a distance of

1.87A (Fig. 6). WASABI eliminates such polar hydrogen “clashes” when the distance is

less than 2.5A, and the spanning interaction was identified by changing the parameter to

1.8A. Subsequent crystal structures of EcoRV bound to the same GATATC site but with

different flanking sequences indicate that Thr186 may make only one hydrogen bond to

the O4 of T and that Asn185 may hydrogen bond to the N6 of the paired A (Horton &

Perona, 1998a; Horton & Perona, 1998b; Kostrewa & Winkler, 1995; Perona & Martin,

1997).

Spanning Interactions to Watson-Crick and Wobble Base Pairs
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Because Watson-Crick base pairs dominate in nucleic acid structures, followed by

G:U wobble base pairs in RNAs (Masquida & Westhof, 2000; Varani & McClain, 2000),

we examined their possible spanning interactions in more detail. We found four possible

interactions to the two Watson-Crick base pairs (Fig. 7). Asn(Gln) can span either the

major or minor groove of a G:C pair and the major groove of an A:U(T) pair, whereas

Arg can span the minor groove of an A:U(T) pair. Two of these interactions have been

observed, including an Asn-A:T major groove interaction in a c-Myb-DNA complex and

Asn-G:C minor groove interactions in both Endo■ V-DNA and Gln tRNA synthetase

tRNA complexes (Fig. 5) (Arnez & Steitz, 1996; Hosfield et al., 1998; Ogata et al.,

1994). In the c-Myb complex (Ogata et al., 1994), Asn183 hydrogen bonds to both

partners of an A:T pair in one of 25 members of an NMR ensemble. While seemingly not

well populated, the interaction is within the constraints of the experimental data and

mutation of Asn183 to Ala severely reduces binding activity (Gabrielsen et al., 1991). In

the crystal structure of the Endo■ V complex (Hosfield et al., 1998), an Asn25 interaction

to a G:C pair represents the only direct side chain-base hydrogen bonds in the complex.

However, Endo■ V is a DNA base excision repair endonuclease that recognizes abasic

nucleotides within a protein pocket, so the role of a base-specific spanning interaction is

unclear. In the crystal structure of a Gln tRNA synthetase mutant bound to its cognate

tRNA (Arnez & Steitz, 1996), Asn235 hydrogen bonds to both bases of the G3:C70 base

pair in the minor groove of the acceptor stem. Asn is able to make an additional

hydrogen bond to the G:C base pair compared to the wild-type Asp side chain, consistent

with a lowered KM for the mutant enzyme corresponding to a gain in binding free energy
of ~1.3 kcal/mol.

In addition to the observed spanning interactions with the Watson-Crick pairs, our

Studies suggest two other possible arrangements (Fig. 7). A spanning interaction of

Asn(Gln) with a G:C pair in the major groove seems especially plausible given that the

arrangement of donors and acceptors on a G:C pair are relatively symmetric in both the
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major and minor grooves (Fig 7), and given the precedent of the minor groove interaction.

However, it is unclear how well such an interaction would discriminate between base

pairs because Asn(Gln) can similarly span the major groove of an A:U(T) pair (Fig. 7).

In contrast, the Asn(Gln) minor groove spanning interaction, observed in the Gln trNA

synthetase and Endo■ V structures, can uniquely distinguish the donor/acceptor

arrangements among all base pairs, as can a possible spanning interaction of Arg in the

A:T minor groove (Fig. 7).

The wobble G:U base pair is very common in RNA structures, and our database

contains 16 possible spanning arrangements utilizing Arg, Lys, Asn(Gln), and

Ser(Thr/Tyr) side chains (Fig. 8A). The Arg and Lys interactions can occur only in the

major groove, the Ser(Thr/Tyr) interaction only in the minor groove, and the Asn(Gln)

interactions in both grooves. Seven of the 11 Arg-G:U hydrogen bonding arrangements

require a nonplanar orientation of the guanidinium group relative to the base pair (Fig.

8B). One spanning interaction between Lys and a G:U wobble pair has been observed in

the NMR structure of L30 bound to a hairpin site in its mRNA (Mao et al., 1999) (Fig. 6).

In the ensemble of 21 structures, 18 show the spanning hydrogen bonding arrangement

between Lys28 and G10:U60, with 31 intermolecular NOEs defining the position of

Lys28. The Lys28 side chain also appears to make two additional hydrogen bonds to the

Surrounding RNA tertiary structure formed by this terminal G:U pair of a helix and an

adjacent internal loop. This network of hydrogen bonding interactions may explain why

Substituting Lys28 with Ala reduces RNA-binding affinity by 20-30-fold (Mao et al.,

1999).

Two spanning arrangements of Arg to the G:U wobble pair involve three

hydrogen bonds and appear particularly favorable (Fig. 8). In both cases, the three

hydrogen bonds donated by the two different faces of the guanidinium group have

*Sasonable geometries, and preliminary energy minimization and quantum chemical

Seometry calculations indicate that the proposed interactions are stable (data not shown).
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Interestingly, a model of the Drosophila homolog of the U2B”-U2A’-snRNA complex

described above places Arg52 in the major groove of a G:U wobble pair, where the Lys

U:U spanning interaction is found (Price et al., 1998). It will be interesting if an Arg-G:U

spanning interaction is found in the Drosophila complex. Indirect experimental evidence

for this type of interaction also is provided by the existence of a G-G:U base triple in

tRNA” (Westhofet al., 1985). In this triple, part of the Watson-Crick face of G forms

three hydrogen bonds to a G:U wobble pair, presenting three donors in an arrangement

virtually identical to that of the guanidinum group (Fig. 9). Thus, the Arg-G:U and G

G:U interactions can be considered “pseudo-isomorphic”. Our calculated databases of

base triples contain many types of spanning interactions (Walberer et al., 2002), and two

additional A+-G:U and C+-G:U arrangements are found that are pseudo-isomorphic to

the proposed Arg-G:U interaction. The nearly equivalent arrangement of donors on the

Arg guanidinium group and guanine base led to competition experiments that helped

identify the guanosine-binding site in the Tetrahymena group I intron (Michel et al.,

1989; Yarus, 1988).

In principle, several side chains might be used to discriminate between a G:U

wobble pair and the Watson-Crick pairs. From inspection of Table 4, Lys, Ser, or Arg are

able to form spanning interactions to the wobble pair but not to the Watson-Crick pairs,

whereas Asn can span both types. Thus, if Lys, Ser, or Arg were positioned between the

bases of a pair, accurate discrimination might be possible. We favor Arg for this purpose

given its potential to form the three hydrogen-bonded interaction described above.

Characteristics of Unpaired U Bases and Asp(Glu) Side Chains

Given our databases of amino acid interactions with unpaired bases and all

possible base pairs, we identified those two hydrogen-bonded interactions possible only

in an unpaired context. Such interactions are candidates for recognizing bases in bulges

or loops exclusively via hydrogen bonding. Interestingly, every amino acid interaction to
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U (or T) can form two hydrogen bonds to a base only in the absence of any type of base

pairing (assuming two hydrogen bonds are required in a base pair). We rationalize this

finding by noting that U (or T) possesses a total of only three donor and acceptor groups

and thus cannot simultaneously form two hydrogen bonds to both another base and to an

amino acid, nor can bifurcated bonds be made to the middle N3 donor group. Thus, U

bases in RNA bulges and loops in principle could be specified uniquely by two hydrogen

bonds, although the loss of hydrogen bonding to water may make such interactions

unfavorable.

A previous analysis of protein-DNA complexes revealed that interactions with

Asp and Glu are rarely observed, and it was suggested that this probably reflects

unfavorable electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged carboxyl group and

DNA backbone (Jones et al., 1999). Our databases of doubly hydrogen-bonded amino

acid-base and amino acid-base pair interactions also reveals a rare occurrence of

Asp(Glu) interactions that, in this case, reflects the limited number of adjacent donor

group arrangements on the bases. For unpaired bases, 6 of the 32 possible arrangements

involve Asp(Glu) (Fig. 4), but only 3 have favorable hydrogen bond geometries. Of

these, two interactions are to the protonated bases (A+ and C+) and one is to G.

Interestingly, Asp-C+ and Asp-G interactions already have been observed (see above)

despite the involvement of the Watson-Crick face. For base pair spanning interactions,

there are only 3 possible Asp(Glu) interactions, two to noncanonical G:C And C:A+

purine-pyrimidine pairs, one to a C:C+ pyrimidine-pyrimidine pair, and none to any

purine-purine pair. It seems clear that, in addition to unfavorable electrostatic

interactions, the arrangement of donors on the bases inherently disfavors hydrogen

bonded Asp(Glu) interactions. The rarity of hydrogen bonding possibilities for Asp(Glu)

may present a good strategy for base-specific recognition and, indeed, two interactions to

unpaired bases already have been observed, despite the small size of the RNA structural

database.
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Conclusions

We have systematically calculated “complete” databases of hydrogen bonding

interactions between amino acids and unpaired bases and between amino acids and all

possible base pairs. By examining interactions involving at least two hydrogen bonds,

one can begin to see the types of interactions that may contribute to base-specific

recognition of some of the unique elements of RNA structure. These doubly hydrogen

bonded interactions may be considered analogous to the types of interactions identified by

Seeman et al. for recognition of DNA base pairs in Watson-Crick helices (Seeman et al.,

1976). However, given the complexity of RNA structure and the diverse interactions

possible, our databases clearly represent just small subsets of possible base-specific

interactions, excluding, for example, interactions with water molecules, groups on the

backbone, hydrophobic moieties, and others. In addition, some approximations in our

calculations, such as the use of planar base pairs, place further limits on the completeness

of the databases. Nevertheless, the databases contain virtually all observed interactions of

this hydrogen bonding class, and we have identified several interesting new interactions

that we expect ultimately will be observed as the number of structures of protein-RNA

complexes grows. In addition, the databases provide starting points for designing novel

Sequence-specific RNA binding proteins or peptides whose interactions are guided largely

by hydrogen bonding interactions, and also may be useful in constructing change-of

Specificity mutants for known complexes.

We have placed the databases, named NAIL (Nucleic Acid Interaction Libraries),

On a graphical web site (see http://nail.ucsf.edu) and have devised a set of filters that can

be used to sort through the databases by criteria such as: number of hydrogen bonds, type

of amino acid, and type of base or base pair (see (Walberer et al., 2002).
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TABLES AND FIGURE LEGENDS

Table 1. Numbers of computed amino acid-base and amino acid-base pair interactions.

The raw output from WASABI was filtered to remove sterically restricted conformations,

calculational and structural redundancies, and bifurcated and single hydrogen-bonded

interactions, as described in the text. Bifurcated interactions refer only to those in which

a donor or acceptor atom on the amino acid is simultaneously involved in two hydrogen

bonds to a base and does not include those in which a bifurcated bond exists between two

bases of a base pair. The narrow donor angle parameter used to construct the base pairs

limits the number of bifurcated bonds (Walberer et al., 2002).

Table 2. Nucleic acid-protein complexes from the PDB utilized in this study.

Table 3. Observed amino acid-base interactions. Numbers refer to the interactions shown

in Fig. 4. Face refers to the interacting surface of the base (Watson-Crick, major groove,

minor groove) as located in a Watson-Crick helix. The observed cases in DNA and RNA

are indicated, with details (protein name, pdb identifier, residue) provided for bases that

are not in a Watson-Crick pair.

Table 4. Calculated amino acid-base pair spanning interactions. Base pairs are listed

according to the numbering of Walberer et al. (Walberer et al., 2002). For cases in which

the protonated base atom did not form an additional hydrogen bond in the pair, the

number of the corresponding unprotonated pair is followed by +. The A+C pair (12+) is

the only case with interactions not observed with the unprotonated partner. The

arrangements marked with brackets indicate base arrangements in which a U is flipped,

Presenting essentially an identical donor and acceptor arrangement. The interactions

observed with the related pairs are identical in all but one case.

* * * *
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the WASABI search method. (B) The three parameters used

to define a hydrogen bond: the acceptor angle, the donor angle, and distance between

heavy atoms, with parameters listed for the different atom types. (C) The nine hydrogen

bonding moieties of the amino acid side chains, with arrows indicating donor and

acceptor positions.

Figure 2. Generation of conformational diversity by DIVERSIGEN. (A) Ten

representative confomations of an Asn-C:C+ base pair interaction. The starting model

calculated by WASABI, shown in yellow, cannot accommodate the sugar backbone and

full amino acid side chain, the sterically allowed conformations are shown in blue, and

clashing models are shown in gray. (B) Ten conformations of the G:A base pair found in

the RRE (Battiste et al., 1996; Ye et al., 1996), beginning with the initial planar

conformation shown in yellow. The blue conformations represent those in which Asn can

form spanning interactions, as described in the text, whereas the starting yellow

conformation and gray conformations can not.

Figure 3. Interaction of Ser and Tyr with a G:G base pair, demonstrating a steric clash

with Ser (yellow) but not Tyr (red). The bifurcated hydrogen bonds are indicated.

Figure 4. Amino acid-base interactions with two or more hydrogen bonds. Interactions

are grouped by base type, and are subgrouped by the interacting face. Bifurcated versions

of two interactions are shown (#10, #22) that probably are more stable than the related

two hydrogen-bonded versions also present in the database. In these cases, the side chain

must be placed considerably out of the plane of the base to avoid forming the additional

bifurcated interaction. Five interactions (#5, #7, #9, #15, #23) only are observed at the

-
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edge of our parameter range (requiring a donor angle of 38°) and may not be energetically

reasonable.

Figure 5. Spanning interactions utilizing three hydrogen bonds. The base pair

numbering is that of Walberer et al. (Walberer et al., 2002). The top set show interactions

with wobble-type arrangements and the bottom set shows three interactions of Asn(Gln).

Two symmetric interactions are found between Asn(Gln) and base pair 18.

Figure 6. Observed spanning interactions. The top set shows interactions to non

Watson-Crick base pairs in RNAs, and the bottom set shows interactions to Watson

Crick pairs both in DNA and RNA. PDB identifiers are shown in parentheses, and

references are provided in the text.

Figure 7. Possible and observed spanning interactions to the Watson-Crick base pairs.

The Asn-A:T major groove interaction has been observed in a c-Myb-DNA complex

(Ogata et al., 1994) and Asn-G:C minor groove interactions have been observed in

EndoPW-DNA (Hosfield et al., 1998) and Gln tRNA synthetase-tRNA (Arnez & Steitz,

1996) complexes.

Figure 8. Possible spanning interactions to the G:U wobble pair. (A) Interactions in

which the side chains are nearly coplanar with the base pair and (B) interactions that

require nonplanar orientations.

Figure 9. Similarity of a G-G:U base triple and a modeled Arg-G:U wobble interaction.

The base triple has previously been observed in tRNA^* (Westhofet al., 1985).
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Table 1. Numbers of computed amino acid-base and amino acid-base pair interactions

Single Bases Base Pairs

WASABI output 470 7730

remove backbone incompatible 470 7718

remove U■ T redundancies 426 5819

remove Asn/Gln, Arg, His4 redundancies 385 5076

remove Tyr redundancies 344 4612

remove bifurcated interactions 261 3519

remove single H-bond interactions 36 457 º

remove A+, C+ redundancies 32 423 ºº
remove non-spanning base pair interactions N/A 186 º .. sº

* * * *
*

. . . . . * * *
-----> ****

****
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Table 2. Nucleic acid-protein complexes from the PDB utilized in this study

DNA-protein complexes
NMR X-ray

-

1850 1a()2 1c1y 1 hwt 1 rud 2pud
193d 1a()a 1 C9b 1 if 1 1 rv5 2pue
1 a66 1 a 1 f 1 C9■ 1ign 1 rva 2pu■
1 a6b 1a1g 1 ca'5 1 inf 1 rvb 2pug
1 ahd 1a1h 1 cab 1ijs 1 TVC 2pv

1 b& 9 1a1.j 1 chv 1ipp 1skn 2ram
1 bbx 1a1j 1 cow 1jmc 1STS 2rve
1 by 6 1a1k 1 cez 1|at 1ssp 2ssp

1 clu 1a1| 1. Cf.6 1|au 1 Svc 2up1
1 Cig 1a3q 1CGp 1|| 1t 7p 3bam

1 dsc 1a6) 1 Cit 1|mb 1 tau 3C■ o
1 CISG 1 a 73 1ckq 1mdy 1 to 3 3crx
1 fja 1 a 74 1 CI8 1mey 1 t■ 6 3hdd

1 goc 1aay 1clq 1mhd 1 to h 3hts
1 hry 1ais 1cma 1 m ht 1 tro 3m ht
1 hrz 1akh 1 cqt 1mj2 1 t■■ 3Orc
1 ICC 1 am.9 1 Crx 1mjm 1 ts■ 3pjr
T Ico | 1 an2 1 cw0 1mjo 1 tup 3pvi

T Inse 1 an A 1cyd 1mjp 1uaa 4 crx
1 m Sf 1aoi 1 Cz0 1mjq 1ubd 4.dpv
1 nk2 1ap 1 do.2 1 Inn■ m 1 vas 4 m ht
1 n k3 | 1.au/ 1 dOe 1 Invm 1 vkx 4 rve

T rols 1awc 1 d1 U 1n■ k 1 Vol 4 Skn
T t f 3 1 az0 1 d2 1noy 1 vpw 5C■ x

1 trim Q 1azp 1 d3u 1 Oct 1 wet 5.Inht
1 yui 1azq 1.d5y 1 Otc 1xb■ 6C■ o
1 yuj 1 bo 1 1066 1par 1yrn 6 m ht

2 cl a 8 1 b 3t 1 dct 1.pdn 1ysa 6pax
2ezd 1b12 1ddn 1per 1ytb 7 Inht
2eze 1 b8i 1 dfm 1pn■ 1yt■ 8m ht
2e zf 1 b27 1dgc 1pue 1zaa 9ant
2ezg 1 bo.7 1Giz 1pvi 1zay 9mht
2g at 1 bob 1dnk 1pyi 1zme
2hcic 1bdh 1.dp7 1qai 2barn
2 Jef 1 boi 1dsz 1qaj 2bop
2 stº 1 boit 1 du() 1qbj 2bp■
2 stw 1bov 1 ec■ 1qp0 2C9p
3g at 1 be■ 1ej9 1qp4 2Crx
4 gat 1 bf 4 1eqz 1qp7 2dgc
5gat 1 bf 5 1eri 1qpi 2dnj
6gat 1bg 1 1 evw 1qps 2drp
7 gat 1bgb 1eyu 1qpz 2gli

1 bhm 1 f3i 1qqa 2hap
1b10 1■ j| 1qqb 2hdd

| 1bnk 1 flo 1qrh 2hmi
1bnz 1 folk 1qri 2irf

| 1bp7 1 fos 1qrv 2kfn
1bpx 1 got 1qs 2k■ z
1bpy 1glu 1qum 2kzm
1bpz 1 had 1 ram 2kzz
1bsu 1hap 1rbj 2n||

| 1bua 1hcq 1 TCIn 2pjr
| 1 b vo 1 hor 1rep 2pua

1 COw 1hdd 1■ td 2pub
1 hio 1 hut 1 run 2puC

NMR
1 a 1 t
1 a 4t

1aju
1 akx

1a■ j
1aud
1 biv

1 Ck.5
1 CK8
1 cn8
1 Cng
1 d6k
1 dz.5
1ekz
1 etf

1etg
1exy
1koc

1 Innb

1qfq
1U||
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RNA-protein complexes
X-ray

1 a 34
1a 9n

1aq3
1aq4
1asy
1asz
1 avó
1 b23
1b 7 f
1C0a
1 C9s

1 cw;
1 cwp
1 Cx0
1 dof
1dfu
1 diz

1 dk1
1 drz
1dul
1dzS
1ec6
1efw

1eiy
1ekc

1euq
1euy
1.exd

1ffy
1■ jf
1gtr
1gts

1mms

1qab
1qf6
1qln
1qrs
1qrt
1qru
1qtd
1qu2
1qu3
1 Ser
1 titt
1 urn
1zdh
1zdi

1zdj
1zdk
2a3v
2bbv
2fm t
5msf
6msf
7 ms■



Table 3. Observed amino acid-base interactions

Interaction Face (DNA) * Observed interactions

-

T. T., TDNA reverse transcriptase (130e) Ser67sei■ mi■■ y-U (3) we RNA: Sxl (1b/f) Tyr164
| RNA: AspRS (1asy) Gln138, (1asz) Gln138,

Asn/Gln-U (#4) WC 0 5 (1cQa) Gln-46,(1efw) Gln-47;
- -

GlnRS (1euq) Glnä17
Lys-C (#6) WC 1 0 DNA: nucleocapsid (1bj6) Lys34

|Arg-C (#8) WC | 0 1 | RNA. S15/S16/S18 (1ekc) Arg'74

Ser/Thr/Lys-C (#12) WC O 1 RNA. AspRS (1asz) Ser329

Asn/Gln-A (#13) Major 67 0

—T -

TRNA U1A (1aud) Tyr12, (1dz5) Ser45,
Ser/Thr/Tyr-A (#14) | Major 7 7 Thr68, Tyr12; MS2 coat (5msf) Thr45,

–4 -

(6msf) Thr45, (7msf) Thr45
Asn/Gln-A (#16) | WC 2 O DNA. RNaseb (1rbj) Ginó9, Asn'71

Serthr■■ yr-A(#17) | Major 0 1 RNA U2B"A (1agn) Serg

| Asn/Gln-G (#18) Minor 4 2 | DNA telomere BP (10tc) Gln135

Ser■ hr■■ yr-G (#19) Minor 2 1 –
| H

- -- -Lys-G (#25) Major 18 3 RNA: L30 (1ck8, 1cn9) Lys28

DNA telomere BP (10tc) Arg274
Arg-G (#26) Major 142 16 RNA. AspRS (1cOa) Arg222;

-

_|_| Rev (1ull) Argö, (484d) Argé1.

Arg-G (#27) * 3 2
-

| -

| DNA telomere BP (10tc) Asp225, Glu25;
-

UP1 (2up1) Asp42Awolone, we a 3 RNA: TRAP (1c9s) Asp39, Glu36;
ThrRS (1qf6) Glu500

-

DNA. Hael (1dct) Glu109,Awgu C+ (#29) WC 3 ° "Hnai(imh) Gi■ ig (amht) Glu119
-

semity-c. (#31)|WC | O |2 RNA: U1A (1aud) Tyr12, (1dz5) Tyr12

- - -
-f

... --" "
* * * * * ----

… ...…"
* - …----
-- ** ---,
a -- - ****
--------

--"

s
… • ******
ºr. ...”

---sº
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Table 4. Calculated amino acid-base pair spanning interactions

Pur-Pur Tota D/E N/Q SIT/Y

AA 1 º
AA 15 jº

AA 16 *
AA. 1 ºf
AA+16+
a.a.s.º.
GA 21 ;
GA 22 gº
GA 23

GA 24

GA. 21... .
GA, 23.º.
Ga. 38 &
GA 39 gº

GG 17 &
GG 18 º'
GG 19 ºf
GG 20;º.

2

13

10

.

Total

Pyr-Pyr

31 O

TotalD/E

3 O 1

N/Q S/T/Y

CC 25 &
cc. 40 *.
CC. 41 :
C+C+42 §

Uc 29 º'
Uc 30 *
Uc. 43 *
Uc. 44 &

UU 27 2.| 26 º'UU 28 °

: .
2

Total 67 1

[

Pur-Pyr Total D/E H+ K|N/Q|R

AC 12 %
AC 13 gº

AC+ 35 º,
AC. 37 º'
A.C. 12, º
A.C 34 &
A+C 36 gº
A.C. 35.”

1.
-->

gº
T

AU

AU

AU

AU 4
A.U 2, "A
A.U 4, ".

:
3)

: 2º

GC 5 #3.
GC 6 º'
GC 7 *.
GC. 31 gº.
GC. 32 gº
GC. 33%.
GU 8 &*C.

GU 10 *.
GU 9 'º
GU 11 &

.

:
16

16

1

1

. 3

11

111 :
1

Total 88 2 3 3

2

2

2

2

2

2

5

5

5

0 0 1 1 21 28

4 36 33

- - - -

... --" *

* * * * * *-* *

**

* * .*.***
* * *** - -***

- a •

... • *-**
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Abstract

We have performed a first ab-initio study of the interaction of hydrogen-bonding

protein sidechain analogues with nucleic acid bases. We have generated models of all

bidentate hydrogen bonding interactions with nucleic acid bases, and then used ab

initio quantum chemical calculations to rank-order the models. The rank ordering of

the possible interaction models provides insights into the energetics of the possible

interactions. We look at the role bifurcated hydrogen bonds play in the conformation of

Asn interactions to the Watson-Crick face of Guanine and Cytosine. In investigating

the observed occurrences of Asn and Ser/Thr/Tyr interactions to the Hoogsteen face of

Adenine, we find that although Asn and Ser/Thr/Tyr have nearly identical interaction

energies with Adenine, the Asn-A interactions are much more common in DNA, and

the Ser/Thr/Tyr-A interactions appear to be more common in RNA. A look at

occurrences of these two interactions in the Protein Databank suggests the Ser/Thr/Tyr

interactions are correlated with beta-strand and turn structures. Our calculations of the

intrinsic stability of discrete models of specific hydrogen-bonded is an important step in

beginning to understand in detail the contributors to specificity in protein-RNA

interactions.
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Introduction

Hydrogen bonding is an important contributor to specificity in protein-nucleic

interactions. Seeman et al. first postulated in 1976 [1] that sequence specific

recognition of DNA by proteins could be achieved via intermolecular bidentate

hydrogen bonds between side chains and bases in the DNA major groove. Their

prediction of two such interactions, Arg-G and Asn/Gln-A (models #21 and #10 in Fig

1), has since been strongly supported by experimental data [2]. In RNA, bases are not

limited to Watson-Crick pairing as in DNA, and can be unpaired or form non-canonical

base pairs [3]. These non-canonical features are often key specific recognition features

of functional RNAs. Keeping in mind that an important contributor to specificity is

interaction energy, we try to answer three questions related to specific recognition in

RNAs. What are the possible ways to recognize RNA bases with hydrogen bonds? Of

the variety of ways to target non-canonical elements, which ones have the most

favorable interaction energy? And finally, how do the interaction energies correspond

to observed occurrences in the PDB2

We have previously generated 28 possible bidentate hydrogen-bonding patterns

between protein side-chains and the four unprotonated RNA bases (A,G,C,U) using an

exhaustive geometric search [1c). In this study we use a ab-initio quantum chemical

*pproach to evaluate the interaction energy of these interactions, and correlate the

*nkings to the observed interaction statistics in experimentally determined structures

found in the PDB [1][4]. Previous ab-initio studies have looked at hydrogen bonding

between nucleic acids and between amino acids [5], however, we are not aware of

Previous studies looking at protein-nucleic interactions.
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Ab-initio computational methods based on quantum mechanics have been

highly successful in calculating molecular properties such as interaction energies with

high accuracy and generality. Hartree-Fock (HF) theory can be used to calculate such

properties with increasing accuracy as larger basis sets that more accurately model

molecular orbitals are used (e.g., 3-21G, 6-31G, 6-31G**). However Hartree-Fock

does not adequately represent electron correlation. A perturbational theory called

second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) can be used to account for such

effects, and thus generally provides more accurate intermolecular interaction energies.

There are more accurate theories, as mentioned below, but the tradeoff for increasing

accuracy with HF and MP2 methods is exponentially increasing computation time.

The development of methods such as localized MP2 (LMP2) [6] and current

workstation performance allow us to perform ab-initio calculations on our -30 atom

models. A study of hydrogen-bonded formamides, formamidines and DNA bases [5b]

concluded that MP2/6-31G** energies underestimate the stabilization energy by only

0.2-1.3kcal/mol compared to aug-cc-pVDZ, and a very large aug-cc-pVQZ basis is

estimated in the study to bring an additional 0.3 kcal/mol of stabilization. Because we

look at interaction energies ranging from 10-50 kcal/mol, a medium LMP2/6-

31G**//HF/6-31G** [7] calculation should be usefully accurate for rank-ordering our

models.
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Method

To generate all possible hydrogen bonded patterns between amino acids and

RNA bases, we wrote a program called WASABI (What Are the Specific Amino-acid

Base Interactions) [2c] that forms an initial hydrogen bond, and then exhaustively

generates between 25 and 80 million conformations within a hydrogen-bonding space

defined by small crystal studies [12]. The hydrogen bonding space is defined using a

distance range and two angles, the hydrogen-donor-acceptor angle (donor angle) and

the donor-acceptor-acceptor direction angle (acceptor angle). The acceptor angle was

allowed to vary between 0° and 50° for nitrogens, and between 0° and 90° for oxygens.

The donor angle was allowed to vary between 0° and 38°, and the distance was allowed

to vary between 0A and 3.4A. Sterics were checked for each allowed conformation

using AMBER van-der Waals radii scaled by 0.8.

Quantum-chemical calculations were performed using Jaguar [7] on a dual

1Ghz Pentium.III running Linux. Models were geometry-optimized using HF

calculations with a 6-31 G** basis set, and point energies were evaluated at the

LMP2/6-31 G**//HF/6-31 G** level. Interaction energies were computed as

AE=Ecomplex – Ebase – Eaa, and included BSSE corrections. Energies of the components

were computed using optimized geometries from the complex. BSSE corrections were

performed using the counterpoise method [8a-b] only on the HF component of the

interaction energy [5c].

The September 11, 2000, version of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4] was

searched for observed hydrogen bonds using an automated approach [2C]. Crystal

structures, average minimized NMR structures, and ensemble NMR structures were

***

- * -------

. . . . ~~~~
* * * * --

** * * *

*****
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considered. Crystal structures used had better than 3.5A resolution and were

protonated with InsightLI (Biosym). Each model in ensemble NMR structures was

analyzed separately. Nonspecific polymerases and topoisomerases were filtered out

because of the large number of mutant structures and because of the non-specificity of

the interactions.

- * *

* * * * * * * *

*** ->
... º.º.--

*** * * *
-

* * --------
... ºes sº

****

* * * * ***
.****
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Results and Discussion

We have written a program to generate all possible hydrogen bonding patterns

between two molecules by doing an exhaustive 3D search. [2c]. An initial hydrogen

bond is made, and then 25-80 million conformations are generated within the preferred

space of the hydrogen bond, as defined by small crystal studies [12]. Conformations

that confer additional hydrogen bonds are kept. All conformations with identical

hydrogen-bonding patterns are compared and a representative is kept. Using this

method, we found 28 unique ways protein side chains can make two hydrogen bonds to

a neutral base (Figure 1).

Our previously modeled interactions can be divided into four groups based on

the donor angle of the hydrogen bond: (1) five “38°” interactions that include donor

angles on the edge of our parameter range (not shown), (2) two initially-bifurcated

three-hydrogen bond interactions, (3) six interactions involving a charged side chain,

and (4) all others. The 38° group interactions were not preserved by geometry

optimization, and thus do not constitute an inherently stable interaction. (James

Robertson, ACC, ADF, unpublished). The optimized geometries of the interactions we

performed calculations for are shown in Figure 2.

The two bifurcated interactions, models #7 (Asn-C) and #18 (Asn-G), have

similarity to two-hydrogen bonded non-bifurcated interactions, models #8 and #17. In

*9th cases, the bifurcated and non-bifurcated interactions minimize to identical

*uctures (Figure 2), and in the case of Asn-G (#17 and #18), the heavy-atom hydrogen

bond distances are shifted slightly to allow for a weak 3.4A hydrogen bond to the third

*oup. In Asn-C (#7 and #8), the third hydrogen bond is not present in the optimized
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structure, since it has a donor-acceptor distance of 3.8A. In the rank order of the model

interactions, these two initially bifurcated interactions have the greatest stability of the

non-charged models.

Looking at table 1, we see that interactions involving charged side chains (Lys,

Asp, Arg) are more favorable, which correlates with mutational analysis that has shown

the importance of charged hydrogen bonds in specific recognition [9]. Within the

charged interactions Lys-G #20 is 10 kcal/mol more favorable than a similar Arg-G

#21 interaction, although Arg-G constitutes at least 43% of bidentate interactions while

Lys-G constitutes less than 15% [2b]. We speculate that this is due to the greater

dynamic flexibility of Lys that makes it difficult to gain specific positioning in

competition with the negatively charged phosphates on the nucleic backbone. Lys-G

#20 remains the third most common bidentate interaction [2b][2c], presumably due to

it’s intrinsic stability. Asp/Glu-G #23, involving the N1 and N2 of G, is also calculated

to be 10 kcal/mol more favorable than Arg-G #21. Because Asp/Glu are shorter side

chains, are repelled by the phosphate backbone, and have desolvation penalties that

should be similar to Arg-G #21, we suggest that Asp/Glu-G may be an important

interaction for specific recognition of RNA. The lower frequency of an exposed G

Watson-Crick face may be responsible for the observed frequencies. We note that this

interaction is essential to the specificity of the TRAP complex, where it is repeated 17

times (Glu36 and Asp39) [10]. The strong favorable interaction and the involvement of

a non-canonical feature makes Asp/Glu-G a potentially influential specificity strategy.

All the interactions that have not been observed in the PDB, with the exception

of one, involve the Watson-Crick face. Such interactions are expected to occur mainly
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with RNA, and there are currently not sufficient numbers of structures to make a

conclusive statement. The one exception, Asn/Gln-G#19 involves the major groove of

G, and is incidentally ranked second to last in energetic favorability. Looking at the

two most common interactions in DNA, we find that Arg-G #21 and Asn-A #10 have

interaction energies of -36.54 and –14.85 kcal/mol, which correlates with

experimentally observed occurrence rates. A careful PDB survey [2b) of bidentate

protein-DNA interactions found that 43% are Arg-G (model #21) and 26% are

Asn/Gln-A (model #10) interactions. Inclusion of Arg-G interactions likely to be

bidentate [2b] shifts the percentages to 61% Arg-G interactions and 18% Asn/Gln-A.

While the correlation is good, we note that we have not considered differences in

desolvation.

Although Asn/Gln #10 is the second most common bidentate interaction with

DNA, the interaction is perplexingly rare with RNA [2a][2c]. In RNA, Ser/Thr/Tyr-A

#11 interactions take the place of second-most common interaction, making up 15% of

interactions [2c], and no Asn/Gln-A #10 interactions are observed. While the dataset

of 45 bidentate side chain-RNA hydrogen bonding interactions [2c] is small, the

difference is striking. Our study finds Asn/Gln-A and Ser-A to have similar energies of

-14.85 and –14.80 kcal/mol, respectively. Other factors must contribute to the

difference between DNA and RNA. One possibility is that the deep, narrow major

groove of A-form RNA can more easily allow the hydroxyl of Ser/Thr/Tyr than the

bulkier carboxyamide of Asn/Gln. This steric restriction is not the single determinant

of the difference in interaction frequencies, since both A-form and B-form helices can

accommodate either interaction [ACC and ADF, in preparation]. Looking at the PDB

-
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data, we found that the Ser/Thr/Tyr-A interactions observed so far with both DNA and

RNA exclusively involve amino acids in non-helical protein structures (Table 2).

Asn/Gln-A interactions can also be found in such structures, but helical regions

predominate at 46% of interactions (Table 3). Others have previously shown that the

protein backbone conformation is an important determinant of what side chain-DNA

interactions are possible [11]. Ser/Thr/Tyr appears unable to make a bidentate

interaction in the context of a helix in a groove, and is thus more suited for the varied

binding modes and more diverse RNA tertiary structures found at RNA-protein

interfaces.

Conclusion

Clearly effects other than interaction energy impact the selection of a particular

hydrogen-bonding scheme for specificity. By having a measure of the intrinsic

interaction affinity for discrete models of specificity, we can begin to deconvolute the

various contributions to specificity. This first study of protein side chain-nucleic base

interactions provides gas-phase energies. By using solvent models such as the

Onsanger and PCM models, it should be possible to provide a measure of the effect of

Solvation on the interaction energies. Recent molecular-mechanics/continuum

solvation schemes [13] for calculating free energies of interactions may provide an even

better measure. Finally, simple experimental systems will be needed to confirm and

assess the various contributions.
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Legends

Figure 3.1. All two hydrogen bond interactions between an side-chain and a base, as

modeled using WASABI. Interactions where the hydrogen bond donor angle is

marginal (between 36° and 38°) are labeled with letters A through E. All other

interactions are labeled with numbers 1 through 23. Interactions seen in the PDB are

indicated by a star, and the two interactions that involve a bifurcated three hydrogen

bond interactions are outlined by a box. Models are grouped by the base face used in

the interaction.

Figure 3.2. HF/6-31G** geometry optimization of the models. Each geometry

optimized model is represented by a top view and a edge view. The edge view is taken

perpendicular to the interaction direction. In the top view, expected hydrogen bonds

have been drawn in.

sº*** - "
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Table 3.1. Ranking of side chain-base interaction energies.

Rank Model Base Face Observed AE(LMP2) | AE(HF)
in PDB? kcal/mol kcal/mol

1 Lys-G #20 major yes –47.34 –49.47
2 Asp/Glu-G #23 watson-crick yes –43.41 –47.49
3 Lys-C #5 watson-crick yes –41.48 –46.97

4 Arg-G #21 major yes –36.54 –39.12
5 Arg-C #6 watson-crick yes –35.29 –38.31
6 Arg-G #22 major yes –33.16 –35.81
7 ASn/Gln-G H 18 watson-crick InO –20.48 –22.22
8 ASn/Gln-G#17 watson-crick InO –20.48 –22.21
9 ASn/Gln-C #8 watson-crick InO - 18.95 -17.85
10 ASn/Gln-C #7 watson-crick InO - 18.94 -17.84
11 ASn/Gln-A #12 watson-crick In O -15.61 - 13.59

12 ASn/Gln-G#14 minor yes -15.43 - 13.82
13 Ser-G #16 watson-crick InO -15.33 -14.29

14 Asn/Gln-A #10 major yes -14.85 -13.02
15 Ser-A #11 major yes -14.80 -12.26
16 Ser-C #9 watson-crick yes -14.72 - 13.01
17 Ser-G #15 minor yes -13.41 - 10.99
18 Ser-A #13 watson-crick _yes - 13.15 -11.16
19 Ser-U #3 watson-crick yes -12.46 -11.13
20 ASn/Gln-U #1 watson-crick In O -12.30 - 13.09

21 Asn/Gln-U #4 watson-crick yes -12.19 -14.07
| 22 ASn/Gln-G#19 major InO -10.21 –9.24

23 Ser-U #2 watson-crick 11O –9.85 -10.41

* * * *-* *
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* --- *
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Table 3.2. Observed Ser/Thr/Tyr-A intermolecular hydrogen bonds

PDB id type Complex Interaction Structure
1RBJ crystal | Ribonuclease Thr45:A201 mid-strand
5MSF | crystal | MS2 coat protein-aptamer Thr45:A11 mid-strand
1DZ5 nm r U1A-Pie RNA Ser45:A25 strand end
1DZ5 ITITTT U1A-Pie RNA Thr88:A44 strand end

1BP7 | crystal | Crei endonuclease-DNA Tyr33:A13 beta turn
1TN9 nnnr TN916 integrase-DNA Tyré0:A120 mid-strand

...'.… --
- -... -----

* * * ~ *
**.***

arº

-> -- ***
...sº
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Table 3.3. Secondary structures of Asn/Gln-A interactions found in crystal and NMR

StructureS

A. Secondary structures of Asn-A (Model #10) interactions found in crystal structures

XTAL: Asn'ND2: Ade N7 ASnOD1 : Aden.6
Pdbid aa base secondary structure function

| 1az0|A 185 D 805 turn ecorv endonuclease
[1b97 IA 185 D 5 turn ecorv endonuclease
[1bgb TB 185 TD 905 turn ecorv endonuclease

1rv5 IA 185 D 5 turn ecorv endonuclease
1 TVb | A 185 D 5 turn ecorv endonuclease

4rve A 185 D 4 turn ecorv endonuclease
-

1bSU | A 185 D 805 turn endonuclease . . . .
1bua A 185 D 805 turn endonuclease

-

| Tfok TA 13 B. 905 turn foki restriction endonuclease *
…

1cv B 100 N 2 turn polydenylate binding protein 1 .º
1a1f A 121 B 9 | helix zinc finger peptide …--

| 1akh A 120 c 26 helix mating-type protein . . .” ---

1apl || C 182 A 16 helix mat alpha2 homeodomain ---,
1b/2 | A 253 | D 13 helix homeobox protein -*

| 1b/2 | B 286 D 9 helix homeobox protein
A 151 M 210 helix pou domain º

A 51 C 213 helix engrailed homeodomai
-

, -º-
B 151 D 301 helix engrailed homeodomai

-- • *

A 51 D 5 helix | homeodomain
D 51 B 22 helix |Engrailed homeodomain complex * * *

C 19 A 10 helix I consensus zinc finger protein
- *

D 182 F 51 helix mcm1 transcriptional regulator
1yrn A 120 C 26 helix mating-type protein a-1
2drp A 125 B 10 helix tramtrack protein (zinc-finger)
2drp || A 155 B 7 helix tramtrack protein (zinc-finger)

| 2hdd A 51 || C 13 helix engrailed homeodomain
| 3hdd | A 51 C 213 helix engrailed homeodomain
| 9ant A 51 D 220 helix antennapedia protein
[1 C02 || A 117 C 4 distorted helix type ii restriction enzyme muni

2pvi A 140 C 7 distorted Sheet type ii restriction enzyme pvui
1pvi B 140 D 7 distorted sheet pvuil endonuclease
3pvi A 140 C 7 distorted sheet pvuil endonuclease
1eyu B 140 D 7 | distorted sheet type ii restriction enzyme pvui
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Table 3.3 (continued)

B. Secondary structures of Gln-A (Model #10) interactions found in crystal structures

XTAL: GlnRNE2 : Aden 7 GIn OE1 : Aden.6
pdbid aa base secondary structure function
1fok A 12 C 936 turn foki endonuclease

1mey IC 16 A 11 turn zinc finger
1mey IC 44 A 8 turn zinc finger
1ubd |C 396 B 28 turn zinc finger
1a()2 |N 57.1 |A4005 helix | transcription complex
1au? A 44 IC 460 helix | pou-domain
1cqt A 44 TM 204 helix | pou domain
1||A 44 ID 4 | helix Lambda repressor mutant

Timb 3 44 14 helix | Lambda repressor
3CrO |R 28 A 5 helix | 434 cro protein

-Ta■ h A118 IB 10 helix qgsr zinc finger peptide
1oct_C 44 A 204 helix Oct-1 (pou domain)

| 1bdt |D 9 F 7 Strand arc repressor
1bdv D 9 F 7 Strand arc repressor
1par |A 9 F 18 Strand arc repressor
1a/3 A 63 D 17 Strand homing endonuclease

| 1a/4. A 63 D 417 strand homing endonuclease
1cyd A 63 D 517 Strand homing endonuclease

- -

C 417 strand | homing endonuclease
D 517 Strand homing endonuclease
C 417 Strand homing endonuclease
O 16 strand homing endonuclease
D 217 Strand homing endonuclease

1 4 strand i-Crei endonuclease
B 312 strand replication terminator protein
M 115 Strand tn5 transposase
T 8 strand t? RNA polymerase
T 13 Strand | t? RNA polymerase
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Table 3.3 (continued)

C. Secondary structures of Asn-A (Model #10) interactions found in NMR structures

NMR: AsnRND2: Aden 7 ASnOD1 : Aden.6
pdbid aa base secondary structure function
1mse C 183 A 4 helix c-myb
1msf C 179_. A 5

-

helix c-myb
1 mSf C 183 A 4 helix c-myb
1tf3 |A 89 E 5 helix transcription factor iiia
1yuj A 48 B 105 helix gaga-factor
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Table 3.3 (continued)

D. Secondary structures of Asn-A (Model #10) interactions found in NMR structures

NMR: GIn NE2 : Aden 7 GIn OE1 : Aden.6
pdbid aa base secondary structure function
1a66 A 176 B 320 distorted Strand nfatC1
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Abstract

Sequence-specific recognition of nucleic acids by proteins is key to biological processes,

and hydrogen bonding has been shown to be a significant interaction in determining

specificity. Recent studies have highlighted the importance of hydrogen bonding

networks involving multiple steps in specific recognition of duplex DNA. Protein-RNA

interactions have more complex tertiary structures, but duplex RNA often remains an

important structural feature. We have exhaustive modeled all possible hydrogen bonding

networks made by protein side chains to idealized A-form RNAs and B-form DNAs, and

we have identified strategies for specific recognition in the context of the canonical

helices. Because of twist differences in ARNA and BDNA, it is nearly impossible to

make a 3' cross-strand interaction in the major groove of BDNA, whereas such

interactions are possible in ARNA. On the other hand, there are few multi-step minor

groove interactions in ARNA, whereas the orientation of the sugar O4' in BDNA allows

for numerous strategies for multi-step interactions in BDNA. We show how the

backbone phosphate and sugars influence interactions in the major and minor grooves of

ARNA and BDNA, and how the addition of the backbone leads to new single base

interactions that are specific to one canonical helix. We enumerate all possible

interaction patterns, and find the most common pattern in our database of models is to

adjacent steps on the same strand, which correlates well with the observed frequencies of

multi-step patterns in the PDB. Finally, we show several three-step strategies for

sequence specific recognition of a triplet sequence by a single amino acid, and highlight

Several strategies that are unique to one of the canonical helices. The strategies illustrate
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Introduction

Specific recognition of RNA and DNA is essential to biological function, and a

number of recent studies have explored recognition of RNA (Tregar et al., 2001; Jones et

al., 2001; Allers & Shamoo, 2001) and DNA (Nadassy et al., 2001; Luscombe et al.,

2001) (Pabo et al., 2000; Jones et al., 1999) based on the repertoire of known structures

in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977; Berman et al., 2001).

A variety of atomic interactions are possible at the protein-nucleic interface,

including van der Waals contacts, water-mediated hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts,

stacking contacts, electrostatic contacts, and hydrogen bonds. While all these occur in

interfaces, side chain-base hydrogen bonds have for a long time been hypothesized to be

generally the most significant in sequence-specific recognition (Seeman et al., 1976).

Recent studies have shown that DNA has one intermolecular hydrogen bond per

125A* of interface area (Nadassy et al., 1999), whereas RNA has been shown to have

even more hydrogen bonds at the interface, with one bond per 100A (Luscombe et al.,

2001). These hydrogen bonds can be base-specific or made to the backbone sugar and

phosphates. In both nucleic acids, about 60% of hydrogen bonding interactions are made

to the phosphate and sugar backbone, with the remaining made to the helical structures.

Statistical studies (Luscombe et al., 2001; Jones et al., 1999) suggest that interactions

are preferentially made to base atoms rather than backbone atoms in DNA, supporting the

belief that backbone interactions are largely nonspecific in nearly canonical nucleic

helices. On the protein side, 70-75% of interactions involve the side chain, as opposed to

the protein backbone with both DNA (Luscombe et al., 2001) and RNA (Tregar et al.,

2001).
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While other interactions occur and may be more numerous, hydrogen bonds

generally provide the greatest specificity in protein-nucleic acid recognition, and show

statistically significant preferences in amino acid-nucleic interactions (Luscombe et al.,

2001) (Mandel-Gutfreund et al., JMB). Seeman et al. first suggested side chain

interactions to single bases were important in DNA-protein recognition. More recently,

studies (Luscombe et al., 2001) (Suzuki, 1994) have begun to explore side chain

recognition to multiple steps of DNA, since multiple hydrogen bonds across multiple

steps are likely to confer greater specificity. In RNA, the data is sparser. However, from

the detailed analysis cited above, and from structure-function studies on protein-RNA

complexes (Draper, 1999), it is clear that base-specific hydrogen bonds to tertiary

structures are important for sequence-specific recognition.

While non-canonical features are often involved in RNA recognition, the duplex

helix is common and frequently found in RNA tertiary structures. At binding sites,

duplex RNA often is accompanied by non-canonical features that make the major groove

more accessible (Weeks & Crothers, 1993). Complex interactions to the duplex RNA

structure can be and are used to increase specificity to the binding regions often found at

non-canonical sites.

Duplex RNA is almost always A-form, as opposed to the B-form that idealized

DNA duplexes form. The differences in the two forms are highlighted in Figure 1. The

salient features that affect complex hydrogen bonding patterns to the sites are the

difference in rise and displacement from the helical axis. While the BDNA base pairs are

centered along the helical axis, ARNA base pairs are displaced from the helical axis by

about 4.5A, resulting in the base pairs tilting into the major groove relative to each other
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(Saenger, 1984) (Blackburn & Gait, 1996). We will see this tilt and displacement has a

particularly large effect on the array of donors and acceptors in the minor groove

compared to BDNA. ARNA has one more base per turn compared to the 10 bases per

turn of DNA, due to its enlarged helix. This results in a smaller twist per base pair in

ARNA (360°/11 = 32.7°) compared to BDNA (360°/10 = 36°), as well as less of a rise.

(Saenger, 1984) (Blackburn & Gait, 1996) Both the rise and twist have effects on the

arrangement of donors and acceptors, and the possible complex interactions that an

amino acid can make.

Recent studies support a general model where discrimination between A-form and

B-form nucleic acids in a non-specific manner often involves large complementary

surface areas as well as backbone interactions (Ryter & Schultz, 1998), and addition of

complex hydrogen-bonding interactions involving multiple steps can be used to gain

specific recognition. We have previously enumerated all possible hydrogen bonding

patterns between side chains and RNA bases and non-canonical base pairs. (Cheng et al.,

2002) To address sequence-specific recognition using complex interactions, we have

extended our modeling study to generate models of all possible side chain interactions to

idealized A-form and B-form helices where at least one hydrogen bond is to a base.

Based on the assumptions that hydrogen bonding groups in general must be satisfied, and

that multiple hydrogen bonds from single side chainscan be used to enhance binding

specificity, we highlight the most interesting interactions, as well as the difference in

specificity strategies possible for ARNA compared to BDNA. Because small peptide

motifs, such as alpha helices and beta turns, can be used to specifically recognize either

DNA or RNA (Frankel, 2000), one question we explore is how single amino acids

* * * * * *

* ->

*...*.* *
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* ------
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making multiple hydrogen bonds can be used to differentiate one helix form over another.

In practice such discrimination will be only one component of recognition, but the

possibility can be important in small peptide recognition motifs such as the arginine rich

motif, where a few residues are tasked to specify a complex site with high specificity.
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Methods

Molecular representation

The amino acid side-chains are generated using the LEaF package of AMBER,

using the param.94 residue definitions (Cornell et al., 1995) as previously described

(Cheng et al., 2002). Idealized A-form RNA and B-form DNA Watson-Crick duplexes

were built using the Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) package (Macke 1998), based on the

AMBER param.94 residue definitions (Cornell et al., 1995) and fibre diffraction data

(Arnott et al.,, 1973) included with NAB. To create each set of duplexes, we generated

the 32 non-redundant triplet sequences, and used a program written using the NAB

language to generate the duplexes. A-form RNA triplets were generated as is, and B

form DNA triplets were flanked by 8 base pairs on both the 5’ and 3’ side. The intent is

to present the triplet sequences in biologically relevant contexts. RNA duplexes may be

flanked by sterically non-restrictive non-canonical motifs, while DNA duplexes are

commonly found in the context of an extended helix. The flanking sequence used,

AGTCAGTC, provided a steric context, and was not searched for hydrogen bonding. We

found that 7 flanking base pairs were required to define the steric space of all amino acid

moieties in a continuous B-form DNA helix.

Database construction

WASABI (Cheng et al., 2002) was used to perform an exhaustive geometric

search for hydrogen bonds between amino acid hydrogen-bonding moieties and idealized

ARNA and BDNA nucleic acids as described above. The details of the search are

presented in Cheng et al., 2002, and in essence what is done is a search with five degrees
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of freedom of the allowed hydrogen bonding space as defined by studies of hydrogen

bonds in small crystals (Taylor et al., 1984), with consideration for van der Waals sterics

and polar hydrogen clashes. Four degree step sizes are used, and the allowed hydrogen

bond space for is defined as +/- 38 degrees for donors, +/-50 degrees for nitrogen

acceptors, +/-90 degrees for oxygen acceptors, and non-hydrogen donor-acceptor

distances of -3.4A. The lower bound of the hydrogen bond distance is set by hard

sphere steric radii, as described previously (Cheng et al., 2002). One representative

conformation of each hydrogen-bonding pattern is saved. To generate our database of

interactions in ARNA and BDNA helices, we performed a search with each side-chain

moiety against each of the 32 triplet sequences in each helix. We saved all unique

hydrogen bonding patterns with two or more hydrogen bonds that had at least one

hydrogen bond to a base atom (as opposed to backbone atoms). The database

construction required two weeks of calculation on four 1-Ghz Pentium.III and one 1.4Ghz

Pentium4 processors. About one trillion conformations were sampled.

As will be seen in the discussion section, for ARNA we get ten additional

interactions to the Watson-Crick face of the bases that were not found in our previous

search for side chain-base pair interactions (Cheng et al., 2002). This is mainly due to

the base pairs in the previous study being planar, while the ARNA duplex base pairs have

a propeller twist of 13.75°. This represents a limitation of our modeling nucleic acids as

rigid moieties, and shows that moderate changes in the conformation of the nucleic acid

can lead to a different set of interactions. We have attempted to address this issue with

loose hydrogen bond parameters. However, one potentially negative consequence of that

is illustrated by these interactions, which have a requirement of a 37° - 38° donor angle,
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may not be realistic. In general, interactions close to the edge of the donor parameter

range in particular have to be considered potentially marginal.

In addition to those generated for ARNA and BDNA, we also generated databases

of interactions for ADNA triplets and ADNA flanked helices, which involved 1,833 and

1,812 interactions respectively. Thus the flanking structure sterically precludes 21 of the

1,833 interactions that are possible in the triplet form. This number reduces to only four

when we restrict the donor angle to <=25°. The ADNA databases served as controls for

our model-generating algorithm: of the 1,812 ADNA flanked interactions, two were not

found in the ADNA triplet set. If we eliminate interactions that are at the parameter

limits, within 0.001A of the distance cutoff or within 0.01° of the hydrogen bond angle

cutoff, all interactions found in the flanked version are found in the triplet version. The

ADNA databases served mainly as controls and will not be further discussed in this work.

Generation of parameter restricted databases

We took all models generated by the search, and created two sets that had models

satisfying more restrictive hydrogen bond parameters. Although geometries do not

correspond directly to interaction free energies, because other interaction components are

also important, hydrogen bonds do have clear geometric preferences. Because the

hydrogen bond strength is most sensitive to perturbations in donor angle and distance,

these two parameters were used as a sieve to cull out sets with more ideal hydrogen

bonds. We will refer to the sets as “good” and “nearly ideal” to reflect the ideality of the

hydrogen bonds in the model. The complete set is referred to as “all”. In the “good "set,

all hydrogen bonds were required to be have donor angles <= 25 degrees, and non

-- * * *

***
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hydrogen donor-acceptor distances of 3–3.1A. In the “nearly ideal” set, the same

hydrogen bond distance cutoff was used, but donor angles were restricted to

<=10degrees.

Analysis of databases

The resulting models from the WASABI search were processed and

characterized, then loaded into a MySQL database system. Programs written in Java 1.2

and using the SQL language were used to filter the models to arrive at the final working

databases of models. The construction and analysis of the databases is summarized in

Table 1, which provides numbers for each of the processing steps we will now describe.

The results of the WASABI search are first filtered for target redundancies, such

that multiple interactions are represented by one model if identical atoms on a side-chain

make an interaction to identical atoms on the identical base types in identical

configurations. Since the triplet sequences are non-redundant, the filter in practice only

removes redundant interactions involving only two-steps of the nucleic acid (two

sequential base pairs). Next, to generate a representative dataset of all interactions,

amino acid “redundancies” are removed such that similar interactions with each side

chain are consolidated and represented by one model. For instance, interactions

involving similar “faces” of the guanidinium group of arginine are considered similar,

and only one representative is kept. We also remove all Tyr interactions that can be

represented by Ser interactions, further simplifing the database. Next, we remove

interactions that are not fixed, that is, interactions that involve a single bifurcated

hydrogen bond where only one atom on one of the molecules is involved in a hydrogen
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bond. The result is a representative set of interactions where at least two pairs of atoms

are hydrogen bonded. Removal of all bifurcated hydrogen bonds further simplifies the

database to a “processed database” that provides a reasonably non-redundant working

database. To focus on complex interactions that involve multiple steps of a nucleic acid

helix, we can remove interactions involving a single base or single base pair. We also

can remove interactions that are not base specific, that is, interactions that do not make at

least one hydrogen bond to the base face of each base position recognized. This

eliminates interactions that may recognize one base, but interacts with the backbone at

the second position.

By comparing the ARNA and BDNA sets of models, one can cull out interactions

that can occur in one helix but not in the other. Performing the same filtering steps done

above for the “all” interaction dataset results in a representative set of non-bifurcated

unique interactions. We note that when we look at differences, not all interactions that

are different in one parameter-restricted set will be different in another parameter

restricted set. Clearly a less restrictive set (e.g., going from “good” to “all”) can have

more diverse interactions. However, it is also possible that a more restrictive set will

have interactions not found in a less restrictive set (e.g., going from “all” to “good”).

This is because an interaction found in the "good" ARNA set, for instance, may not be

found in the "good" BDNA set, but can be found in the "all" parameter-restricted set.

When we compute the differences in one set, we don't see interactions of a poorer

geometry found in a less restrictive set. We performed our calculations in this way as an

approximate way to account for our use of relatively loose hydrogen-bonding parameters.

If an interaction is found in the two more stringent model sets but not in the all-inclusive
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model set, this interaction may still be relatively unique, because of the poorer hydrogen

bonds found in the all-inclusive model set. The difference in hydrogen bond quality can

be thought of as providing an interaction quality gap corresponding to a hydrogen

bonding energy “gap”.

Observed interactions

We identified all base-specific protein-RNA hydrogen-bonding interactions in

crystal structures of 3.5A or better resolution found in the November 11, 2001, release of

the PDB. The same angle parameters used for the search, and a relaxed 3.5A distance

cutoff was used for identifying hydrogen bonds in the PDB. NMR structures of protein

nucleic interactions were not considered because the backbone is generally not well

determined. Luscombe et al (Luscombe et al., 2001), have performed a study of base

specific hydrogen bonding by amino acids to DNA based on a 1998 release of the PDB,

and we have utilized that here for our studies.
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Results and Discussion

We have generated all possible hydrogen-bonding patterns between amino acid

side chains and canonical A-form RNA and B-form DNA molecules by doing an

exhaustive 3D search (Cheng et al., 2001). For every donor/acceptor combination an

initial hydrogen bond is made, and then 25–80 million conformations are generated

within the preferred space of the hydrogen bond, as defined by small crystal studies

(Taylor et al., 1984). Conformations that confer additional hydrogen bonds are

compared, and a representative of each hydrogen-bonding pattern is kept. Because we

wish to look at interactions that depend on sequence, we only consider interactions that

make at least one hydrogen bond to a base.

Using a series of filters (see Methods and Table 1), conformations with similar

hydrogen-bonding interactions are compared and a representative is kept, thereby

reducing the number of interactions from 48,000 total interactions in BDNA and 41,000

interactions in ARNA to a representative 2000 interactions in BDNA and 1000

interactions in ARNA. We have also have constructed difference databases for ARNA

and BDNA where interactions common between the two are deleted.

We classify interactions into groups based on the geometric quality of the

hydrogen bond donor angle and distance (Cheng et al., 2002). The "all" set includes all

interactions found in our search, which allows a donor angle of +/-38°, and non-hydrogen

donor-acceptor distance of 3-3.4A (see methods). Our “good” set is a moderately

restricted set that requires interactions to have all donor angles <=25°, and all hydrogen

bond distances <=3.1A. The “nearly ideal” set includes only interactions that have nearly
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ideal hydrogen bonds, where all donor angles are -10°, and all hydrogen bond distances

are -3.1A. While the parameters used don’t directly correspond to interaction free

energies, the parameters do represent the strongest preferences of the hydrogen bond

(Verischel et al., 1984; Jeffrey & Saenger, 1991). The "good" set includes 275

interactions to ARNA and 363 interactions to BDNA, and the "nearly ideal" set includes

77 interactions to ARNA and 85 interactions to BDNA.

We also analyze models based on whether they are “base-specific”. Base-specific

interactions are required to have at least one hydrogen bond to the base of each position

recognized, and constitute a set analogous to spanning interactions for base pairs (Cheng

et al., 2002), and two-hydrogen bonded interactions for single bases (Cheng et al., 2002;

Seeman et al., 1976). By requiring at least one hydrogen bond to each base, we can

separate out sequence specific recognition strategies.

Overview of the database

Comparing the total number of interactions in each data set can alone give

insights into recognition of the nucleic acids. While the search in both helices results in

comparable numbers of interactions (~48,000 versus ~41,000), removal of target

redundancy (Table 1) reduces the number of ARNA interactions down to ~3,500 of the

original, whereas it only reduces the number of BDNA interactions down to ~7,300 of the

original. Because the target redundancy filter can only remove two-step interactions, this

indicates that ARNA has more two-step interactions than BDNA. In fact, for all non

bifurcated interactions, there are ~800 ARNA two-step models vs. -650 BDNA two-step

models. Taking out interactions that are not base-specific eliminates the difference,
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because, compared to BDNA, ARNA has many more two-step interactions that require

backbone contacts (Table 2), and most of these interactions are not base-specific.

More interactions in ARNA than BDNA are possible in the major groove for all

interactions as well as for base-specific interactions (Fig 2 and 3). The only exception is

for 3' cross-strand interactions (base patterns 221 and 230), discussed below. In BDNA,

more interactions are possible in the minor groove. The exceptions here are for related 5'

cross-strand interactions (base patterns 220, 231 321, and 334). Same strand step

interactions (base pattern 222) in ARNA and BDNA have similar numbers of interactions

in the major and minor groove. But these interactions are far outnumbered by

interactions in the minor groove.

In both helices, base-patterns 221 and 230 have more possibilities for recognition

in the minor groove, and base patterns 220 and 231 have more possibilities for

recognition in the major groove. Base patterns 221 and 230 are related 3' cross-strand

interactions, and base patterns 220 and 231 are related 5' cross-strand interactions. This

is a result of the right-handed twist of the nucleic acids, which results in 5' cross-strand

interactions being more easily facilitated in the major groove and 3' cross-strand

interactions being easier to facilitate in the minor groove. Because the twist in BDNA is

greater than in ARNA, it is nearly impossible to make a 3' cross-strand interaction in the

major groove, thus making it a possibly good strategy for differentiating the two helix

forms in the major groove. In fact in the BDNA major groove there are only 3 possible 3'

cross-strand (base pattern 221) interactions, whereas there are 25 for ARNA. In the

“good” set, there are no interactions with BDNA and seven with ARNA. In the “nearly

ideal” set there is still one interaction to ARNA, shown in Figure 4a. Looking at the
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difference databases, for the 3' cross-strand interaction pattern, 22 of "all" ARNA

interactions, as expected, are unique to ARNA. This strength of this strategy is strongly

correlated with the twist parameter, and is expected to fall out for non-ideal DNA nucleic

acids that have twists substantially closer to the 32.7° found in ARNA and further from

the ideal twist of 36°.

Looking at the set of unique interactions found in the difference databases, we see

that BDNA has triple the number of unique interactions as ARNA (not shown). The

difference databases of models also reflect the general distribution seen in all

interactions. For BDNA, the majority of the unique interactions are found in the minor

groove, with over half found in three-step helices (Table 4). The three-step interactions

in turn largely reflects the strategic placement of backbone atoms in the BDNA minor

groove, and the less useful orientation of backbone atoms in the ARNA minor groove, as

described below.

We have listed all possible base patterns involving 2 or more steps in Figures 2

and 3, and highlighted the possible interactions in the major and minor groove of ARNA

and BDNA helices, respectively. Counts for base-specific models are also listed. It is

convenient to divide the interactions into 4 groups of base-patterns based on sequence

recognition and the number of base steps involved: the single step (single base and base

pair), the two-step, the three-step where only the end bases are involved in direct

hydrogen bond recognition, and the three-step where all three steps are involved in direct

hydrogen bonds with the amino acid side-chain. The later three groups are labeled XY,

X_Z, and XYZ in Figures 3 and 4, and tables 2-4. We will now discuss each group in

turn.

º
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Interactions to a single base step have been discussed previously (Cheng et al.,

2002) without consideration of the backbone. Our new study includes the backbone, and

shows that the four Watson-Crick spanning interactions are also possible in the context of

extended BDNA and triplet ARNA helices. Furthermore, all eight side-chain interactions

to single bases in a base-pair are possible in both ARNA and BDNA.

For ARNA, we also get ten additional interactions that span the base pair and

involve the Watson-Crick face of the bases due to the use of a triplet instead of an

extended helix (also see Methods). These interactions were not found in our previous

search for side chain-base pair interactions (Cheng et al., 2002) because the base pairs in

the previous study were planar, while the ARNA duplex base pairs have a propeller twist

of 13.75°. Seven of the interactions involve bifurcated hydrogen bonds to the Watson

Crick positions of the bases. This represents a limitation of our modeling nucleic acids as

rigid moieties, and illustrates how moderate changes in the conformation of the nucleic

acid can lead to a different set of interactions. We have attempted to address this issue

with loose hydrogen bond parameters. However, one potentially negative consequence

of that is illustrated by these interactions, which have a requirement of a 37° - 38° donor

angle and may not be realistic. Also, the microenvironment of the ARNA in the context

of its complete functional structure can place additional, context-specific constraints.

As expected, the presence of the backbone allows for more diversity of base

specific interactions. With ARNA single bases, there are 29 interactions to a base and

phosphate and 8 interactions to a base and sugar, usually the 2'OH donor with the O4'

also possible. For the ARNA base pairs, there are three interactions involving the minor

groove guanine N2 amine of one strand and the sugar on the other strand. Two of the
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interactions are a consequence of the 2'OH present in ARNA (see below), and the other

involves the O4'. With BDNA there are 16 interactions involving a base and a phosphate,

and 18 interactions involving a base and the sugar, usually the O4' with the O3' also

possible. There are no backbone interactions to BDNA that span a single step.

Interestingly, there are two interactions with two hydrogen bonds to a single base, and

one to a backbone atom. Shown in Figure 4b and 4c, one is unique to the ARNA major

groove, and the other is unique to the BDNA minor groove.

Turning to the two-step interactions (XY), we see in tables 3 and 4, and in figures

2 and 3, that ARNA and BDNA have similar numbers of interactions. The most common

interaction type in both helices is with adjacent steps of the same strand, or base pattern

222. As we will see, this correlates well with the observed frequency of two-step

interactions in the PDB. The cross-strand patterns (220 and 221) allow the second most

number of interaction patterns. An example of a base-specific interaction with base

pattern 220 is shown in Figure 4d. In table 3 and 4, we see that a variety of amino acid

contacts can be made to two steps, and as expected, Arg, Asn/Gln make the most

interactions due to their geometry and number of donor/acceptor groups. We note that

two-step interactions are likely to be more common and can be accommodated in more

ways than base-pair spanning interactions. For both BDNA and ARNA, there are over a

hundred ways to span across two base steps, while there are only four ways to span

across a base pair in a continuous helix. This is the result of the many more arrangements

of donors and acceptors possible in two steps than for single base pairs.

In the three step interactions, there are few interactions where only the two base

pairs at the end are directly recognized (referred to herein as X_Z). In ARNA, all of

* * * * *
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these occur in the major groove and with two hydrogen bonds to bases. This is because

of the base-pair tip and helical displacement into the minor groove that results in a bulged

surface that makes it impossible to span across the minor groove of ARNA. On the other

hand, in BDNA, X_Z interactions occur primarily in the minor groove, and involve the

O4'. The O4' is easily accessible in the minor groove, and in fact has an O4' to O4' three

step spanning distance of 7.0A (see Fig 4e). Hence, most of the interactions are not base

specific. In other words, it is difficult to navigate the array of donor and acceptors along

three steps without making at least one contact per step unless the sugar O4' is involved.

While no base-specific contacts are made to the middle base pair, the middle base pair

can still be recognized either by steric or electrostatic repulsion. One instance of specific

recognition of the middle base pair is shown in Figure 5, where the middle base pair can

be either AT or TA, but not GC or CG because the N2 amine protrudes into the minor

groove and would sterically clash with the arginine guanadinium. We have clustered all

three hydrogen bond X_Z-type interactions and schematized the strategy for the data set

of moderately restricted hydrogen bonds in Figure 6.

For three-step interactions where all three steps are recognized (XYZ), a

minimum of three hydrogen bonds is required for recognition. No XYZ interactions

occur in the minor groove of ARNA for the reasons presented above. In the major

groove of ARNA, there are 63 possible strategies, all of which are base-specific. One of

these is “good”, and it is presented in Figure 6. In BDNA, we find 19 interactions in the

major groove, again all base-specific. In the minor groove, 988 interactions are found, of

which 98 are base-specific. The “good” interactions are shown in Figure 6. Because of

the Watson-Crick nature of duplex helices, the base-specific interactions we found to all
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three-steps can be used to specify a triplet sequence using only a single amino acid. The

specific sequences are presented in Table 5. Only two base specific interaction are

“good”, specifying an ATC or GAT sequence in the minor groove of BDNA, and UGU

or ACA in the major groove of ARNA (see figure 6). In general, most interactions in

BDNA involving all three steps involve the O4' and are not base-specific, while all

ARNA three step interactions are base-specific.

In summary, for all three-step interactions (X_Z or XYZ), we found it is only

possible to make interactions to ARNA in the major groove (table 2). In BDNA, 98% of

the interaction types are found in the minor groove, largely due to the favorable

orientation and positioning of the sugar O4'.

Backbone interactions

With regards to backbone interactions, our modeling indicates that phosphate

interactions generally occur in the major groove, while sugar interactions can only occur

in the minor groove (see Table 2). Of the backbone hydrogen-bonded interactions in the

major groove, two-thirds are to the phosphate oxygen O2P, and the other third is to the

O5', which is the phosphate oxygen connected to the 5' carbon of the sugar. The numbers

of models are distributed similarly in both ARNA and BDNA.

The major groove of ARNA places the phosphate backbone closer to the bases,

because the bases are displaced from the helix axis, and thus allows more diverse

interactions that can simultaneously recognize one base and the backbone. This holds

true for interactions to base-pairs and two steps, but does not hold true for interactions to

three steps in ARNA. It is impossible to make a three-step interaction in ARNA
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involving any backbone atom, which is result of the wider helix, resulting in the inability

to recognize three steps of ARNA unless interactions are made to the bases, in an

orientation perpendicular to the base pairs.

In the minor groove, there are many more interactions possible in BDNA due in

large part to the possibility of hydrogen bonding to the sugar O4' while hydrogen bonded

to the base. The acceptor O4' is angled towards the minor groove in BDNA, whereas it is

directed along the helix backbone in ARNA. This results in the O4' being able to make

geometrically moderate hydrogen bonds while recognizing a base in BDNA in many

arrangements (see Figure 9 for examples), while in ARNA the O4' can only make

geometrically moderate hydrogen bonds with the adjacent base 5' to it, and possibly with

its adjoining base. In terms of base-patterns (Figure 3, 4) for the “good” models, six

base-patterns allow use of the O4' in BDNA, while only one base-pattern (pattern 222)

allows use of the O4' in ARNA (Fig 4f). A three-step interaction involving the O4' is not

possible in ARNA, while it is involved in 90% of tri-step interactions in BDNA. In

BDNA the O4' distances are shorter across the 3' ends of the helix, and in fact a three step

spanning interaction spans the equivalent rise of a bit larger than two steps, as shown in

Figure 4e. Interactions to BDNA, but not to ARNA, can also involve the O3' which

connects the sugar to the phosphate on the 3' end of the residue. However, the majority

of interactions involve the O4' in BDNA. Thus in the BDNA minor groove, the O4' of

the sugar provides a convenient and structure-specific recognition feature, and is a

dominant strategy in the formation of three-step interactions. Interactions to the O3' are

also unique to BDNA.
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In ARNA, the extra 2' OH provides a structure-specific recognition feature,

although it is generally used as a donor, as opposed to the O4' being used as an acceptor.

We show all interaction strategies found involving a 2'OH in Figure 7. As is seen there,

the use of the 2'OH is largely dominated by Asn/Gln (see Fig 4g for an example),

although Arg can also use the O2' in limited orientations. The only “good”

interactions possible with the 2'OH involve the adjacent base (base-pattern 220) and the

adjoining base (base pattern 110, not shown in Figure 2). One additional base pattern

(base-pattern 221) is possible if we consider all interactions. Ser/Thr/Tyr and Asp/Glu

can only make interactions with hydrogen bonds to the adjoining base, and only Asn/Gln

and Arg can make interactions that involve more than one step. There are no three step

interactions that involve the ribose 2'OH. Many of the Asn/Gln and all of the Arg

interactions involve the O2' acceptor instead of the 2'OH donor. Because of the strong

directionality of hydrogen donors (Versichel et al., 1984; Jeffrey & Saenger, 1991), and

the orientation of the O2', interactions involving the 2'OH are limited for ARNA.

In general the lack of a good hydrogen bonding strategy for multiple steps in

ARNA, and the good orientation of the O4' in BDNA allows for unique recognition of

multiple steps in BDNA by minor groove hydrogen bonding. However, for a single base,

the O4' and 2'OH can provide a structure specific readout in the minor groove of BDNA

or the major groove of ARNA.

Bifurcated interactions

While bifurcated interactions are generally not discussed in the literature, we

would like to point out that while most bifurcated interactions are variants of non

* * * *
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bifurcated interactions, some bifurcated interactions are unique. In ARNA, all major

groove interactions using base pattern 230, and all interactions using base patterns 240

and 336 (Fig 2) are bifurcated. There are 11, 2, and 15 interactions, respectively, possible

with these base patterns. These interactions, however, are not “good” and they all drop

out when we place moderate restrictions on the hydrogen bond geometry. These

interactions require bifurcated bonds because either the side chain sits parallel to the base

plane and in the middle of a base step (for base patterns 230 and 240), or the side-chain is

oriented perpendicular to the base plane along the groove (see Fig 4h). Inclusion of

bifurcated hydrogen bonds allows for a maximum of 5 hydrogen bonds instead of the 4

with non-bifurcated hydrogen bond patterns. In general the bifurcated interaction has

poor hydrogen bond geometry. In fact, out of the 327 interactions found for ARNA that

have “good” hydrogen bonds, only 19 interactions are bifurcated. In the set of nearly

ideal interactions, there are no bifurcated interactions.

Unique strategies for ARNA and BDNA recognition

As mentioned before, we have calculated a database of differences in interactions

to ARNA versus BDNA. We did this by taking the databases of all interactions, and then

subtracting from each database the interactions common between the two canonical

helices. This serves two purposes. It allows us to find interactions in DNA that are

absolutely sensitive to conversion from B-form to A-form. These interactions are

presented in Figures 8 and 9, and do not include ribose 2'OH interactions. In another

respect, the difference database allows us to look at interactions that can uniquely

differentiate ARNA and BDNA in the context of a small peptide. For small peptides to
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bind specifically to particular sequences, they may need to maximize the specificity

derived from every amino acid member. By making unique interactions, the peptide can

not only potentially differentiate between ARNA and the plethora of BDNA in the cell,

but also do so in a partially sequence-specific manner, as we shall see.

Many of the readouts we found have some degeneracy, and hence are not

absolutely specific to a unique sequence, but most do present some specificity. One

example of sequence specificity in the minor groove of BDNA, however, can be seen in

Figure 9 in a two-step interaction involving Arg making three hydrogen bonds to

Aden3/ThyO2. The specificity for the two steps of AT over a GC or CG step can be

attributed to the presence of a N2 amine in G, which provides steric bulk as well as polar

groups that can clash with the guanidinium group of Arg.

We will only discuss the two-step interactions here, because, as discussed above,

the majority of three step interactions are unique to their respective canonical helix forms.

For the "moderately"-restricted hydrogen bonds, all three-step interactions are unique to

their respective canonical helix forms. We note that this result is in line with the idea that

multiple hydrogen bonds confer increased specificity.

For two-step interactions, the results are different. The numbers of interactions

are comparable in ARNA and BDNA (Tables 2 and 3). We calculated a difference

database between the two forms, and we present the best strategies in Figures 8 and 9.

We arrived at these strategies by only including interactions that are “good” or “nearly

ideal” with respect to hydrogen bond quality, and requiring that an interaction be present

in at least two of the three sets. The later requirement provides an approximate hydrogen

bonding energy “gap”, as described in the methods.

* * * * *
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The difference database presented in Figures 8 and 9 allow us to get a sense for

the strategies available in ARNA and BDNA, as well as get a sense for how the strategies

differ in the two nucleic helices. By using the particular strategies shown in Figures 8

and 9, we can gain some sequence specificity in recognition. All interactions shown are

either same strand (base pattern 222), 5' cross strand (base pattern 220), or 3' cross strand

(base pattern 221) interactions. As we will see, these are also the only base-specific two

step interactions observed so far in the PDB. Of the interaction types shown, a third to a

half are base-specific (also see table 3 and 4).

One interesting interaction that is particularly specific for A-form RNA is the

His-F interaction (see Figure 8 and Figure 4i and 4.j). This interaction recognizes both the

absence of the 5’methyl on uracil, as well as the structural arrangement of the backbone

using a hydrogen bond to the phosphate oxygen. There are two possible interactions

types, one involving the O5' of the phosphate, and one involving the O2P of the

phosphate. The first is more general, because it allows any base at the position adjoining

the phosphate recognized. In the later case, a purine in the position adjoining the O2P

phosphate atom provides a more favorable hydrogen bonding geometry because the O2

bulge does not clash with the histidine imidazole.

Comparison with observed interactions

In 2001, Luscombe et al. (Luscombe et al., 2001), published a survey of

observed side chain-nucleic acid interactions which included a survey of base-specific

interactions to multiple steps of DNA. We found half the interactions between side chain

and BDNAs found in the study to be unique to BDNA over ARNA in our study, and all

eas -
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observed interactions were also found in our databases. This result could be expected

purely because roughly a third of all interactions that we found turn out to be unique to a

canonical helix form. For bent helices such as the TATA binding complex (Juo et al.,

1996), we might not expect this to be the case, however, none of the observed base

specific interactions occur in complexes involving bent DNA. A summary of the

interactions found is shown in Figure 10. For ARNAs, we performed a PDB search for

base-specific interactions, and visually inspected candidate structures for Watson-Crick

base-pairing and duplex structure. The two interactions we found (shown in Figure 10)

are both unique to ARNA. Mutagenesis data is required to validate the importance of the

interactions we highlight, although in general we would expect multiply hydrogen

bonded amino acids to be essential for specific recognition.

We also identified interactions in the PDB involving the O4’ or O2’, and at least

one base atom. We have only included DNA interactions that are B-form, while for RNA

we separated interactions to A-form RNA and non-canonical RNA.

Interestingly, all RNA interactions we identified involving the sugar occur in

non-canonical, non-A-form regions (Tables 6 and 7). In all cases for RNA, O4' and O2’

stepping interactions (222) involve the Sugar and the base 5’ adjacent to it, as found with

our models. With the O2 RNA interactions there is one interaction (indicated by a *)

that involves nearly A-form RNA. This interaction involves Watson-Crick base-paired

nucleotides, but is in a highly-twisted helix in the 30S ribosome, involving a 5’ cross

strand (220) hydrogen bond pattern between Asn'73, A737 O2’ acceptor, and G670 N2

donor. The interaction is not present in our modeled dataset, and the closest interaction

to the one found involves the same bases and atom types, but in a stepping fashion (base
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pattern 222, Fig 9) instead of a cross-strand. The high twist allows the G670 N2 to be

placed approximately where the N2 is placed in our model. While the number of

interactions observed is small, it is striking that so far the O2 is involved in sequence

specific recognition only in non-canonical regions.

For BDNA, all interactions occurred in the minor groove as expected, and 60% of

interactions involved single bases, with the remaining 40% involving adjacent bases on

base steps (base pattern 222), labeled “steps” in Table 6. This is in line with expectations

from our modeling. There are insufficient numbers of interactions to do a significant

validation of our predictions. The B-form DNA results support our modeling, although

we expect that as more diverse structures are solved we will find the variety of non-ideal

B-form will contribute to differences, as seen for ARNA.

CONCLUSION

We have discussed amino acid side chain recognition of nucleic acids in the

context of idealized duplex RNA and DNA, and we have presented several strategies that

are unique to either ARNA or BDNA. Although many hydrogen-bonding networks

involve more than a single amino acid, a single amino acid when used strategically can

aid specific or partially specific recognition. The presence of a multiply hydrogen

bonded protein side-chain may be an intricate design of nature, but there is a limited

number of strategies available. We have attempted to model and discuss them here.

Further studies will need to address the diversity of non-idealized BDNA helices, and

how they affect the strategies presented here.

***
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Overview of A-form and B-form nucleic acids. (A) Molecular representation

of idealized A-form and B-form helices. Note ARNA's characteristic enlarged helix,

greater tilt, and smaller distance between base steps compared to BDNA. (B) Helical

parameters that can result in different recognition strategies for ARNA and BDNA. (C)

Donor and acceptor arrays in the major and minor grooves. The values and canonical

helices presented in (A) and (B) are from the model structures used in this study. The

local helical parameters given are the averages calculated using 3DNA (Lu and Olson,

1999; Lu et al., 1999).

Figure 2. A form RNA base patterns. Interaction counts are broken out by major and

minor groove interactions, and are also broken out by all interactions, “all”, and by base

• *specific interactions (see text), “sp”. Base patterns with zero total interaction counts are

grayed out.

Figure 3. B form DNA base patterns. Interaction counts are broken out by major and

minor groove interactions, and are also broken out by all interactions, “all”, and by base

specific interactions (see text), “sp”. Base patterns with zero total interaction counts are

grayed out.

Figure 4. Sampling of modeled interactions. See the text for discussions of these

interactions. (A) The geometrically-best example of a 3' cross strand interaction (base

pattern 221) to the major groove of ARNA. This interaction involves a base-specific

arginine interaction to two guanines. (B) Asn recognizing a single base in the BDNA
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minor groove with three hydrogen bonds including one to the O4' (base pattern 110). (C)

Asn recognizing a single base in the ARNA major groove with three hydrogen bonds

including one to the phosphate O2P (base pattern 110). (D) An example of a base

specific 5' cross-strand interaction (base pattern 220) in the major groove of ARNA. This

interaction involves arginine making hydrogen bonds to two guanines. (E) BDNA minor

groove interaction involving the sugar O4' and arg. Arginine makes hydrogen bonds

utilizing a 3' cross strand interaction (base pattern 336) between sugar O4' atoms across

three steps. (F) ARNA minor groove interaction involving the sugar O4' and Arg (base

pattern 222). The position of the 3' cross strand sugar O4' is highlighted in blue. (G) Asn

interaction to ARNA involving the ribose 2'OH and O4' in the minor groove(base pattern

222). (H) Asp interaction to the ARNA major groove in a 336 base pattern involving

bifurcated hydrogen bonds. (I) Top view of a potentially very specific three hydrogen

bond bifurcated His-F interaction to uracil and the phosphate on the nucleotide 5' to the

uracil (base pattern 222). (J) Side view of the interaction in I.

Figure 5. Example of an interaction of the type X_Z, where the middle base pair is not

directly contacted but is partially sequence specific. The G-C base pair is not possible in

the middle position because of the steric bulk presented by the N2 amine in the minor

groove.

Figure 6. Three hydrogen bond interactions in ARNA and BDNA, divided by X_Z and

XYZ type interactions. Base-specific interactions are labeled. Hydrogen bonds are
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shown in green, and the base pattern for the interaction is shown in parentheses. Any

indicates any base is possible at the position.

Figure 7. All non-bifurcated hydrogen bonding interaction models involving the ribose

2’OH donor or O2 acceptor, broken out by base pattern.

Figure 8. ARNA difference figure. Schematic representation of feasible strategies for

distinguishing idealized ARNA helices from idealized BDNA helices. The base pattern

of each interaction is indicated on the left side, and it’s appearance in the three levels of

hydrogen bonding quality is indicated on the right using “X”s.

Figure 9. BDNA difference figure. Schematic representation of feasible strategies for

distinguishing idealized BDNA helices from idealized ARNA helices. The base pattern

of each interaction is indicated on the left side, and it’s appearance in the three levels of

hydrogen bonding quality is indicated on the right using “X”s.

Figure 10. Summary of observed base-specific interactions involving more than one

step. (A) schematic representations of interactions found in duplex RNA helices. (B)

Summary of observed interactions found in duplex DNA helices by Luscombe et al. The

starred interaction was placed 3' to 5' in the original paper, and we have corrected the

positioning here.
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Table 4.1. Number of interactions for ARNA and BDNA found after each filter step

ARNA BDNA

ASABI output 41,496 48,242
emove target redundancy 3,499 7,259
emove amino acid redundancy 1,859 4,240
emove Tyr/Ser redundants 1,815 4,137
llow only fixed interactions 1,720 3,803
emove all bifurcated hbonds 970 1,990

rocessed database 970 1,99
emove single step interactions 908 1,944
llow only base specific interactions 409 517
se moderately restrictive hbond parameters 93 147

se stringently restrictive hbond parameters 20 26

****
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Table 4.2. Number of interactions to phosphate and sugars in ARNA and BDNA, broken

out by the four types of base patterns.

Single

X_Z

Backbone ARNA |BDNA
interactions major minor major minor

hosphate + Sugar () () () ()
hosphate invovled 19 () 12 4
ugar involved () 21 () 18
either 12 10 8 4

Phosphate + Sugar () 4 () ()
Phosphate invovled 307 () 137 24
Sugar involved () 225 () 232
Neither 178 79 154 101

Phosphate + Sugar () () () 32
Phosphate invovled () () () ()
Sugar involved () () () 204
Neither 52 () 11 42

Phosphate + Sugar () () () ()
Phosphate invovled () () () ()
Sugar involved () () () 914
Neither 63 () 19 74

Total 631 339 341 1649

º
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Table 4.3. Characteristics of modeled interactions to ARNA

a. A-form RNA Major Groove All interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K_|N/Q| R_|S/T/Y|W
nCne 1 | 161 || 323 || 8 || 17 | 29 || 35 | 115 269 || 12 ()

XY moderate () | 10 | 1.48 || 4 || 4 || 14 | 12 || 32 | 86 6 ()

stringent () () 47 || 1 || 4 || 0 || 0 || 9 || 29 4 ()
In One () || 0 || 52 || 2 || 6 || 7 || 0 | 16 || 21 () ()

X_Z moderate () () 4 () () || 2 || 0 || 2 | () () ()

stringent () () || 0 () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

In One () 63 () () || 0 | () () || 9 || 54 () ()

XYZ moderate () | 1 () () () () () () 1 () ()

stringent () () () () () () () () () ()

b. A-form RNA Minor Groove All interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K |N/Q| R |S/T/Y|W
In One () 44 || 264 || 10 || 24 || 12 || 19 || 93 || 142 || 8 ()

XY moderate () || 4 || 98 || () || 0 || 0 || 19 || 42 || 37 4 ()

stringent () () 21 () || 0 || 0 || 11 || 7 || 3 () ()
ITOITC () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

X_Z moderate () () () () () () () || 0 || () () ()

stringent () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 | () () ()
In One () () () () () () () () () () ()

XYZ moderate () () () () () () () () () () ()

Stringent () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

***

***
s sº

***
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Table 4.3 (continued)

c. A-form RNA Major Groove Base specific interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 2 ID/E| H | H+ | K |N/Q| R_|S/T/Y|W
In One 1 || 37 | 161 || 8 || 5 5 | 19 || 67 || 83 | 12 ()

XY moderate () || 2 || 67 || 4 || () () | 12 20 27 6 ()

stringent () || 0 || 11 1 () () () 5 1 4 ()

In One () () 52 || 2 || 6 || 7 || 0 | 16 || 21 () ()

X_Z moderate () || 0 || 4 || 0 || 0 || 2 | () || 2 | () () ()
stringent () || 0 | () () || 0 | () () () () () ()

In One () 63 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 9 || 54 () ()
-

XYZ moderate () || 1 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 1 || 0 | () ".

Stringent () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 | () () () º

º
".
***

d. A-form RNA Minor Groove Base specific interactions

Base Parameter I # of Hbonds Side chain
-

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K |N/Q| R |S/T/Y|W
none () 16 || 79 || 2 | () || 0 || 3 || 30 56 4 ()

XY moderate () || 4 || 15 || 0 | () () 3 || 11 || 5 () ()

stringent () () 9 () || 0 || 0 || 3 || 3 || 3 () ()
In One () () () () () () () () () () ()

X_Z moderate () () () || 0 | () () () () () () ()

stringent () () () () () () () || 0 || 0 () ()

none () () () () () () () () () () ()

XYZ moderate () || 0 | () () || 0 | () () () () () ()

Stringent () || 0 || 0 () () () () () () () ()
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Table 4.4. Characteristics of modeled interactions to BDNA

a. B-form DNA Major groove All interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K_|N/Q| R_|S/T/Y|W
In One () | 67 |224|| 7 || 11 | 16 || 15 | 72 | 161 | 9 ()

XY moderate () || 2 | 89 || 5 4 9 || 11 || 25 | 37 () ()

stringent () () || 11 || 0 || 3 || 0 || 3 || 5 || () () ()

In One () || 1 || 10 I () () 3 () 1 7 () ()

X_Z moderate () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

stringent () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()
none 1 | 18 () () () () () 3 | 16 () ()

XYZ moderate () || 0 | () () () () () () () () ()

stringent () () () () () () () () () () ()

b. B-form DNA Minor groove All interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K_|N/Q| R |S/T/Y|W
11One () 106 || 251 || 2 || 8 || 10 || 50 | 86 185 | 16 ()

XY moderate () || 1 || 156 || 1 () 4 || 30 || 41 || 75 6 ()

stringent () () 34 () () () || 9 || 9 || 12 4 ()
In One 12 || 102 || 164 () 10 || 30 || 4 || 34 196 || 4 ()

X_Z moderate () 15 | 73 ■ () || 8 || () () | 16 || 64 () ()

stringent () || 0 || 36 () () () () || 4 || 32 () ()
In One 158 830 () () () || 0 | 72 | 68 | 848 () ()

XYZ moderate () 21 () () () () () 8 || 13 () ()

stringent () () () () () || 0 | () () () () ()

*** *
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Table 4.4 (continued)

c. B-form DNA Major groove Base specific interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K_|N/Q| R_|S/T/Y| W
In One () 22 || 141 || 7 || 4 || 2 | 15 53 | 73 9 ()

XY moderate () || 1 || 64 || 5 () () | 11 || 21 28 () ()

stringent () || 0 || 8 () || 0 | () || 3 || 5 || () () ()

none () 1 | 10 () () 3 () 1 7 () ()

X_Z moderate () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()
stringent () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

In One 1 | 18 || 0 () () () () || 3 | 16 () ()

XYZ moderate () () () () () () () () () () ()

Stringent () () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 () ()

d. B-form DNA Minor groove Base specific interactions

Base Parameter | # of Hbonds Side chain

Pattern Restriction || 4 || 3 || 2 |D/E | H | H+ | K |N/Q| R |S/T/Y|W
none () 42 | 101 || 2 | () () 18 || 30 | 85 8 ()

XY moderate () 1 | 72 1 () () || 14 21 || 35 2 ()

stringent () () 18 () () () || 9 || 9 || () () ()

none 12 || 29 || 42 || 0 || 2 || 10 || 0 || 10 || 61 () ()

X_Z moderate () () || 8 () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 8 () ()

stringent () () () () || 0 || 0 || 0 || 0 | () () ()

none 24 || 74 () () () () () 4 || 94 () ()

XYZ moderate () | 1 () () () () () () 1 () ()

Stringent () () () () () () () () () () ()

** -
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Table 4.5.

A. Base specific amino acid recognition of X_Z triplet sequences. Base-specific

interaction models in ARNA (A) and BDNA (B) are broken out by amino acid across the

top, and base pattern and sequence composition across the bottom. Each sequence also

represents its complement. For instance, A_C represents the sequences that has AAC,

ACC, AGC, ATC.

Triplet Arg Asn/Gln Asp/Glu. His His4 || Lys Ser/Thr/Ty
Sequence |A B | A B | A B | A B | A B | A B | A B

A_A / T_T 3 8 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 0 || 1 2 || 0 0 || 0 ()
A_G / C T 0 8 || 0 4 || 0 0 || 0 1 || 0 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()
A C/ G T 4 7 || 2 0 || 0 0 || 1 0 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()

X_Z A_T / A_T 2 4 || 1 0 || 0 0 || 0 0 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()
C A/T G| 3 7 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 0 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()
C_C/G G| 2 8 || 1 () () () 1 () 1 () () || 0 ()
C_G / C G| 0 5 || 0 1 || 0 0 || 0 0 || 0 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()
G A / T C 3 11 || 4 1 () || 2 () || 1 2 () () () ()

G_C/G_C 2 5 || 4 0 || 0 () || 2 0 || 1 1 || 0 0 || 0 ()
T A / T A 2 5 || 2 () || 1 () || 1 () || 1 2 () () () ()

** -
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Table 4.5 (continued)

B. Base specific amino acid recognition of XYZ triplets in ARNA (A) and BDNA (B).

Both the sequence and the complementary sequence are listed.
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Table 4.6. Interactions from the PDB involving an O4 and at least one base atom

DNA O4' bidentate interactions
(B-form DNA)

AA Base PDB Id Intryn Groove
Type

Lys360 A5, C6 lign steps minor
Lys394 C19, C20 1t7p steps minor
Lys800 T108, G109 ligº) steps minor
Lys201 G15 4crx single minor
Lys116 C706 1g28 single minor
Arg131 G8, A9 1dc1 steps minor
Arg131 G7, G8 1dc1 steps minor
Arg400 A24, A25 1jey steps minor
Arg203 T12 1tc3 single minor
Arg59 A14 1hwt single minor

Arg105 T7 1ig7 single minor
Arg57 T12 2hap single minor
Arg5 T211 3hdd single minor
Arg5 T518 9ant single minor

Arg243 T17 lcrx, single minor
1f44

Arg305 T201 1jgg single minor
Arg243 T33 3crx single minor
ASn420 G1006 1qsl steps minor
Asn35 C908, G909 14um steps minor
Glnó3 C9 lfiu single minor

RNA O4' bidentate interactions

(non A-form)
AA Base PDB Id Intryn Groove

Type
Tyr205 G1, C2 1q.f6 steps minor
Arg570 C911, U912 1gax steps minor
Arg435 C534, U535 1g59 Steps minor
Arg570 C924, U912 19ax SpanS minor
Gln121 G634, C638 lasz Spans minor
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Table 4.7. Interactions found in the PDB involving an O2’ and at least one base atom.

The interaction indicated by a “*” is discussed in the text. -y

Ya!,
*

Ll

RNA O2' bidentate interactions (not A-form) º
AA Base PDB Id Intryn Type Groove º

Ser151 G30, U39 1.dk1 spans minor º

Ser51 G666, U740 1glx SpanS minor
Ser35 A102 1c.9S single minor
Thr3 C877 1 fig, 1.hnz, libk, libm single minor

Lys110 A9 1jbt single minor
Lys61 C13 1zdk single minor

Arg412 C934 1qtd steps minor
Arg25 C1 192 1ibm, 1.hnw Steps minor

- º

Arg10 U1376, U1346 1hnw, 1hnx spans major º •.
Arg53 A140, C163 1hq1 spans minor --- 7.
Arg25 C1192, U1070, 1hnz spans minor -za

C1069 * J

Arg16 G1127, C1147 1hnz spans minor º N
Arg25 C1069, C1192 1hnx, libk spans minor * º

Argö09 U36 1q.f6 single minor ...?
Asn'73 * A737, G670 1 fig, libk spans minor

Asn15 C875, C826 1 fjg, 1.hnw, 1hnx, libl, spans minor S.
libm. - |

L
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A-form RNA B-form DNA

A

Figure 4.1

A-form RNA B-form DNA
basepairs/turn 11 10
twist 32.7 36.0
rise 2.81A 3.38A
tilt 16.0 -5.0
shift - 13.7 0.0

propeller twist -4.62A 0.13A

B

Ade LN7 TNH2]Hii■ oºl Thy
Gua LN7 TOGLIHDNH2-1Cyt
Cyt DaMHZ HHIOSTNTJ Gua
Thy Daº Hii■ ■ 2TN7T] Ade

Major groove

Ade | N3 HHO2 Thy

Gua | N3NH2HHLO2 |Cyt

Cyt || O2 HHNH2NE | Gua

Thy LO2]HIDTN3T] Ade
Minor groove
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all Sp all SD
-

major 43 43 major 413 127 major 4 4
minor 4 4 minor 175 39 minor 0 O

4 4
220 total 47 47 222 total 588 166 231

all SD all SD
major 25 25 major 0 O
minor 117 52 minor 12 O

221 total 142 77 230 total 12 O 240 XY

all S all Sp
major 37 37 major 5 5
minor 0 O minor O O
fºi■ -37-3T total 5 5

320 322 335

all Sp
major 10 10
minor 0 O
total■ TTOTTO

321 332 344 X Z

all SD
major 35 35
minor O O

otal 35 35
331 341 347

all SD

major 5 5
| minor 0 O

total 5 5
333 342 350

all SD
major 23 23
minor O O
total 23 23

334 343 351

336 345 352

340 346 360 XYZ
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all SD all all Sp
major 61 61 major 222 94 major 5 5
minor 0 O minor 189 49 minor O O

otal
220 total 6T61 222 total 411 143 231 t 5 5

all SD all SD
major 3 3 major 0 O
minor 156 94 minor 12 O

221 otal■ T59 T97 230 total 12 O 240 XY

all SD all SD
major 0 O major 0 0
minor 34 O minor 240 83
total 34 O total 240 83

320 322 335

all SD all SD
major 11 11 major 0 O
minor O O minor 4 O
total 11 11 total-4 O

321 332 344 X Z

all sp all
major 0 O major 0 O
minor 124 O minor 16 O
total 124 O total 16 O

331 341 347

333 342 350

all SD
major 19 19
minor O O
total 19 19

334 343 351

all SD
major 0 0
minor 848 98
total 848 98

336 345 352

340 346 360 XYZ

Figure 4.3
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X-Ade Y-Thy
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X-Thy, Y=Ade

Figure 4.5
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WASABI has been used to generate models of all possible hydrogen-bonded

interactions between amino acid side chains and units of RNA structure. Analyzing the

resulting models has led to proposed strategies for specific recognition of RNA at several

levels of RNA structure, from single bases that can be involved in recognition at loops

and bulges, to non-canonical base pairs, to canonical A-form and B-form nucleic helices.

The next steps are threefold: (1) experimentally validate predictions, (2) expand the

repertoire of RNA structural units by looking at non-idealized helices, and (3) extend the

method for use as a structure-based drug design tool.

Testing a predicted Arg-GU interaction

In our systematically generated set of amino acid-base and amino acid-base pair

hydrogen-bonding patterns, we have predicted a number of interesting interactions,

including ten interactions with single bases and 180 spanning interactions. Nine of the

predicted spanning interactions involve three hydrogen bonds, and one in particular is

formed between an arginine and a wobble GU base pair. This interaction is particularly

interesting because arginines are quite common in RNA-binding proteins, and wobble

base pairs are an important recognition feature in structured RNAs.

We have uncovered three lines of evidence that support such an interaction, with

two of them involving analogy to known interactions, and one line of evidence involving

high-accuracy calculated gas phase energies.

The first line of evidence derives from homology modeling that suggests the

presence of the interaction in a Drosophila SNF complex with a U2 snRNA. The crystal

Structure of a homologous complex, human U2A/U2B” snRNP bound to U2 snRNA

º

º
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hairpin, has been solved [Price 1998], and one key interaction in the complex is an Arg52

bidentate hydrogen-bonded interaction to the closing GC base-pair of the loop. Mutation

of either the Arg or the GC base-pair abolishes binding. The homologous interaction in

the Drosophila complex is Arg 52 hydrogen bonding to the major groove of a GU

wobble, suggesting the possible use of the predicted three-hydrogen bond interaction

between the wobble and an arginine.

A second line of evidence comes from the “pseudo-isomorphic” base-triple found .

in a crystal structure of a tRNA”, and was discussed in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.9). We

will return to the idea of a “pseudo-isomorphic” base triple when we discuss the design of

experiments for validation of the predicted wobble-GU.

The final line of evidence comes from our gas-phase energy calculations using

quantum chemical methods. To evaluate the energetic favorability of the Arg-wobble

interaction, we first performed geometry optimization of the complex, and then compared

the optimized interaction energy of the complex to two well-characterized,

experimentally observed spanning interactions to base pairs. Shown in Figure 5.1, the

two reference interactions are the Asn-GA interaction from the Rev-RRE complex (PDB

id: lull) [Ye 1996) and the Asn-GC interaction from a mutated Gln aminoacyl-tRNA

synthetase bound to tRNA"(PDB id: 14rs) [Arnez 1996).

We reduced the number of atoms in the complexes for computational tractability,

since Hartree-Fock calculations scale approximately with N', where N is the number of

atoms. The reduced Arg-wobble is shown in Figure 5.2. We used an incremental

strategy to obtain the HF/6-31G** optimized geometries of the complexes by energy

minimizing structures using the Amber force-field, then STO-3G, then HF/3-21G, then

.
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Figure 5.1 Reference interactions used for Arg-GU energy calculations
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HF/6-31G, and finally HF/6-31G** levels of theory. We then calculated LMP2//HF/6-

31G** point energies for each of the complexes and their components, with BSSE

corrections performed for the HF/6-31G** component of the interaction energy using the

counterpoise method.

Our calculated gas phase interaction energies for the three interactions are shown

in Table 5.1, and support the favorability of the Arg-Wobble interaction. It has an

interaction energy of -40.0 kcal/mol compared to the reference interactions that have

interaction energies of -15.0 kcal/mol (Asn-GA) and -17.6 kcal/mol (Asn-GC). The Arg

Wobble is significantly more stable, probably at least in part due to the additional

hydrogen bonds, although the presence of a charged hydrogen bond also makes a strong

contribution. Further support for the geometry of the predicted interaction comes from

the fact that, for every level of theory applied, energy-minimization maintains both the

presence of three hydrogen bonds, and the approximately planar conformation of the

interaction complex (Fig 5.3).

While the three lines of evidence are suggestive, more conclusive evidence can be

obtained by directly measuring the presence of three hydrogen bonds in an experimental

system by NMR. Using the idea that an isomorphic base triple can represent the Arg

Wobble interaction, it may be possible to create a triple-helix in solution by forming

GGU base triples connected by stable tetraloops. A'GU and C'GU are also isomorphic

to the wobble-GU interaction, and in these cases the A" and C represent the Arg side

chain. A system utilizing the protonated bases may serve the purpose of more accurately

representing the positively-charged Arg side-chain, as well as allow for pH titration of the

proton. By altering the pH, we can in theory control the presence and absence of the

.

•
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yº.

E(HF/6-3 1Cº) E(LMP2) C
Arg-wobble -1101.4791 56 - 1104.668873 -
Arg –204.5457855 –205. 1636.68 º,
Wobble base pair –896.8612607 –899.438.6003 º

AE –0.072109576 –0.066605016

BSSE correction 0.00292 1209 0.00292 1209

AE (corrected) –0.069 188367 –0.063.683807

AE (kcal/mol) –43.41.570039 –39.96 158864

1ull - 1156.91 73.33 -1160.366049

Asn –207.9882461 –208.599.9997 .

GA base pair –948.9033907 –951.73724.71 . J

AE –0.02569.6032 –0.028802495 . s

BSSE correction 0.004.890565 0.004.890565 º
º

AE (corrected) –0.02080.5468 –0.02391 1931 :
AE (kcal/mol) - 13.05.543096 -15.0047.3655 S.

L

1qrs - 1141,055.204 - 1144.40974 9.
Asn –207.987 1921 –208.5995458 .

GC base pair –933.02761 16 –935.7772171 º
AE –0.0404007.43 -0.03297.7273

BSSE correction 0.00491 16 16 0.00491 16 16 sº
AE (corrected) -0.035489126 –0.028065656 A

*** –22.2694.2662 -17.61 119937 yº

2
C.

O

Table 5.1 Results of quantum chemical energy calculations. Energies are in c

Hartrees unless otherwise Stated.
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predicted third hydrogen bond. Calorimetric measurements may be used to determine the

enthalpic contribution of the additional hydrogen bonds. NMR spectroscopy provides a

more direct way to detect the presence of hydrogen-bonded protons [Pervushin 1998].

The advantage of using the triple helix system is the precise control over the positioning

of the interaction. I attempted some preliminary experiments in which guanidine was

titrated into a solution containing double-stranded GU base pairs, but the results were

inconclusive.

Extending helix analysis to non-canonical helices

We have used WASABI to search for amino acid preferences for particular base

pairs and base steps in the context of idealized A-form and B-form nucleic acids. While

permissive parameters can account for slight non-idealities, repeating the studies with

nucleic acids that populate the spectrum between A-form and B-form DNA would

provide a more complete analysis. Workers in the field have pointed out that

intermediate conformations are important in several protein-DNA complexes. A slightly

distorted B-form DNA conformation can give rise to an enlarged major groove that is

important in formation of complexes involving GLI zinc-finger, trp, glucocorticoid,

Zif”68 zinc finger, MetJ, engrailed homeodomain, and Tramtrack proteins [Nekludova

1994]. By tracking the presence and absence of each modeled interaction across the

spectrum of nucleic conformations, we can categorize specific hydrogen bonded

interactions as either broad spectrum or specific to a particular set of conformations.

These results of these studies may help us understand why particular interaction patterns

are utilized.
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Possible approaches to structure-based drug design

With the increasing availability of structural data, RNA targets have become more

amenable to structure-based design techniques. We can extend our approach to predict

binding modes of small molecule ligands, and ultimately design ligands that specifically

bind RNA sites. Using the WASABI approach, specific hydrogen-bondng pockets can be

identified in a given RNA structure, and subsequently linked up to predict molecules and

binding modes with significantly enhanced affinity and specificity. This fragment-based

approach is used in the SAR by NMR [Shuker 1996) and disulfide tethering methods for

protein interfaces [Erlanson 2000], as well as in the computational MCSS [Miranker

1991], LUDI [Bohm 1992], and CAVEAT [Lauri 1994] approaches. A recent method

called SMoG has been reported to successfully discover picomolar inhibitors. It uses a

fragment based approach and a Monte-Carlo search to grow a ligand from a seed site,

where additional fragments were added based on a statistical potential scoring function

[Grzybowski 2002]. These approaches have been designed for protein targets. The use

of WASABI in a fragment-based approach may be particularly appropriate for RNA

because of the dominance of hydrogen-bonding in specific interactions. The SMoG

approach may be combined with our hydrogen-bonding approach for RNAs.

Identification of specifically-binding fragments might also be combined with structure

based combinatorial library techniques for targeted library design.

For each of these approaches, WASABI can be used to list interactions made by

Small molecule hydrogen bonding moieties to RNAs much as has been done for the

reduced amino acid sidechains. A set of functional moieties common to a large number

o
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of small molecules needs to be generated and then used to probe RNA binding sites for

pockets where multiple hydrogen bonds can form. Since multiple hydrogen bonds will

result in limited group mobility due to the geometric constraints placed by hydrogen

bonds, it is practical in this case to list a representative set of possible conformations for

the interaction. The Diversigen algorithm (see Chapter 2) can be used to generate a set of

conformers that evenly represents the allowed conformational space without breaking the

hydrogen-bonding pattern. As an initial test that can be performed with limited chemical

synthesis capacity, one can take pairs of specific interaction conformations and ask

whether any small molecules in a publically-available database such as the ACD Connect

the two interactions. Compounds from the ACD Can be purchased for testing in an in

vitro or in-vivo assay. In theory greater than pair-wise combinations of multiple

hydrogen bonded moieties can be used to gain multiplicatively increased specificity and

binding. Initially, several publically available programs such as CAVEAT, NEWLEAD,

BUILDER, and LUDI can be used to search for connectors. CAVEAT [Lauri and

Bartlett 1994] is the most suited of these for searching 3D databases based on positioned

fragments. Searches using this program are fast, taking on the order of a minute, and

uncertainty in the 3D structure of pockets can be taken into account since CAVEAT

allows play in its angle and distance search parameters. The major drawback with

CAVEAT is that it does not take into account steric clashes, although a separate program

can be written to “retest” any hits.

In-silico validation of the method can be done first by attempting to replicate

Structures of known ligand-RNA interactions. The co-crystal structures of the 30S

ribosome with the antibiotics paromomycin, streptomycin, and spectinomycin [Erlanson

nº
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2000] provide a good test, and initial steps have been taken towards replicating the

binding modes present in the structures. Because performing WASABI searches against

the whole 30S ribosome is prohibitively expensive given current available hardware, a

feature was built in WASABI that allows docking at predefined sites while using the

whole ribosome to define the steric microenvironment for the ligand. Paromomycin was

run against the A site of an apo- version of the 30S ribosome structure libk.pdb by

restricting the target donors and acceptors to residues 1403 to 1410 and 1488 to 1496 on

the 16S rRNA, and running WASABI against the full ribosome. The run required about

a month of processor time on a dual PIII-1Ghz,. partly due to the presence of 30

hydrogen-bonding atoms on paromomycin. An initial run was unable to reproduce the

conformation found in the crystal structure. However, an analysis of the structure reveals

that a vdw scaling factor of 0.75 instead of the usual 0.80 is required to replicate the

crystal structure. It is interesting however that the maximum number of hydrogen bonds

calculated between paromomycin and the A-site was seven, the same number observed in

the crystal structure. Thus, the preliminary work on validation of ligand binding to the

30S ribosome has prompted the hypothesis that binding of antibiotics to the 16S rRNA

may optimize the number of hydrogen bonds. Whether this remains true with the

reduced vdw radii remains to be seen, and significant work will be necessary to confirm

this hypothesis, as well as compute binding modes in several “negative-control” sites on

the 16S. Significant computational resources are needed to increase the feasibility of this

Study, and we note that large-scale pararellization of WASABI, though not currently

implemented, is straightforward.
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In conclusion, experimental ligand design coupled with model refinement in a º

closed-loop fashion will ultimately be essential for a better understanding of the influence

of various forces, especially hydrogen-bonding, in the specificity of RNA-ligand and

RNA-protein interactions.
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Overview

The following is the protocol used to generate, filter, and mine the amino acid

canonical helix databases discussed in Chapter 4. In part A, canonical helices are created

using fibre diffraction data. In part B, the executables required for the WASABI run and

pre- and post-run processing are moved into a directory, and a set of scripts are executed

to generate an organized directory structure for the run. In part C, the WASABI runs are

started, and post-processing is performed after completion of all runs. Note that the

Makefile used to control the WASABI run can be modified to take advantage of parallel

processors. In part D, the models are loaded into a relational database. The models are

further processed using relational database funtionality via Java programs. And in part E,

the procedures for logging into the database are shown. Once logged in, a user can mine

the database using SQL. Examples of this are provided in Appendix B.

A. Create ARNA and ADNA triplet helices, and ADNA and BDNA flanked helices

Generate Combinations (combinations/)

make3.helixcombos > make3.helix.combos. output

Create Helices (ahelices dna/ ahelices rna/ b_helices dna/)

Use NAB programs to make the triplet and flanked double helices. Output is

* . ambpdb files in the current directory.

makeadna. nab creates A-form DNAs

makebdna. nab creates B-form DNAs

makearna. nab creates A-form RNAs
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Create Brookhaven PDB formatted files

Run BabelScript to change AMBER PDB format to Brookhaven PDB format.

Creates "...pdb files.

babel -v - ipdb aaa.. ambpdb – opdb aaa.. pab

Instead of executing this command one at a time, I create a csh script:

babel script . sh

Fix B-DNA residue numbers

This program modifies the original pdb files.

bdna_renumber. pl. *.pdb

Extract triplet double helices from flanked double helices

extracthelix. pl. 3 flanked dir: <triplet dir:-

B. Setup Run Directories for Helices
Create directories

For example create run_triplet_adna/, run_triplet_rna/,

run_flanked adna/, run_flanked bana/ directories.

Copy files into the directories

Copy into the run directories just created:

1) helix models created in part A (*.pdb.)

2) was abiad executables

3) preprocess executable

4) scriptgen executable

5) setupRunDirectories executable and supporting files:
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setupRunDirectories. pl”

setup Rundirectories. list

setup Rundirectories. makefile

6) amino acid models (* sm” . pab)

7) Makefile (this will control all the runs in the directory)

8) reprocess executable

9) redundancy filters:

redundant filter DKNRH, redundant filter DKNR,

redundant filterDKN, redundant filter DK

Preprocess the helices

preprocess *.pdb

Create run directory structure

make setup

(use make clean if you screw up)

C. Run the Search

Run the search!

make run > & run. out &

Eliminate extraneous files from run directories and reprocess output files

make neater

Create filter lists

make redundant filter
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Eliminate more extraneous files from run dirs

-y

make evenneater }..."

e

Make list of all model files for hbond angle program run in part D º,

ymake listing

D. Load into MySQL Database

All these programs are run in the edu/ucsf/load directory

Load models into MySQL

Make sure to: (1) check LoadModels. java file FILTERREDUNDANTS switch (2)

check LoadModels.java defines for FILTER, HELIXGEOMETRY, NUCLEICTYPE (3) J

-

es
use the correct targetlist (dna or rna). k

t

java load. LoadModels

..?
*

Ll

Calculate hbond angles o
º

Copy listing from the run directory into a new directory under load/. Will also ~)
-

need to copy the hbonds program over. The hbonds run usually runs overnight: º
S.

mkdir hbondangles
cq hbondangles A.
cp -/run_triplet_arna/arna 4t listing .

º

hbonds arna 4t listing > & arna 4t_listing. output & nº

Add hbond angle information into the models database 2
º

Run this from the load/ directory and make sure to set correct listing file (eg,
'O

arna 4t listing) º

cº
java load. LoadHbond Angles §
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Remove redundant interactions in the databases

Make sure to set databases you want to run the program on in the

FilterRedundant.java program.

java load. FilterRedundant

E. Mine MySQL Database

All these programs are run in the edu/ucsf/mine directory

Get differences between two databases

Make sure to set parameters in the GetDifferences. java file

java mine. Get Differences

Login to MySQL and use helixdb2 for data mining!

Mysql -u acheng -p

Password: acheng

Generating tables with only interactions that have nunique-l

This is a sample sql script to create the “nunique” tables. I like to do this for the

*_filtered ptf and *_unique_*_ptf tables.

CREATE TABLE arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique

SELECT * FROM arna_4t_models_filtered ptf WHERE nunique -1;

CREATE TABLE arna_4t_hbonds_filtered ptf_nunique

SELECT hb. * FROM arna_4t_hbonds_filtered ptf AS hb

INNER JOIN arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique AS ma

ON mà. outputnumber = hb. outputnumber;

L
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Appendix B

Schema and sample SQL scripts

for helix interaction databases
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Overview

The set of WASABI models for sidechain-helix interactions was loaded into a

MySQL relational database to ease data processing and allow leveraging of MySQL

built-in functions for robust, accurate data mining and filtering. The final database of

interaction models is labeled “helixdb2”, and is provided on the back-up CDs. This

database file can be loaded into any MySQL system, and should be easily loadable into

an Oracle RDB system as well. 282 tables of data were built in the analysis of the helix

interactions, and they are described below. The 282 tables can be divided into 141 pairs

of tables that follow the following database schema.

Database Schema

The schema consists of two tables, a “models” table that contains general

information for a particular model, and a second “hbonds” table that contains detailed

information on each hydrogen bond. Each interaction model is indexed by a unique

outputnumber that serves as the primary key in the models table and a foreign key in the

hbonds table. The actual schema is shown in figure B.1. Amino acid and base

interaction atoms are coded by number as shown in table B.1.
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Code

1

2 2

aa

Asp
Asp
His
His

His4.
His4.

LyS
LyS
LyS
ASn
ASn
ASn

Arg
Arg
Arg
Arg
Arg
Ser
Ser

Trp
Tyr
Tyr

atom
OD1
OD2
ND1
NE2 (HE2)
ND1 (HE1)
NE2 (HE2)
NZ (HZ1)
NZ (HZ2)
NZ (HZ3)
ND2 (1HD2)
ND2 (2HD2)
OD1

NH1 (1HH1)
NH1 (2HH1)
NH2(1HH2)
NH2 (2HH2)
NE (HE)
OG

OG (HG)
NE1 (HE1)
OH
OH (HH)

A

Table B.1. Atom codes used in database for (A) amino acids and (B) nucleic acids.

code aa atom
1 Ade N1
2 Ade N3
3 Ade N7

4 Ade N6 (1H6)
5 Ade N6 (2H6)
6 Adet N1 (H1)
7 Ade-F N3
8 Ade-F N7

9 Ade: N6 (1H6)
10 Ade: N6 (2H6)
11 Gua N1 (H1)
12 Gua N2 (1H2)
13 Gua N2 (2H2)
14 Gua N3
15 Gua O6
16 Gua N7

17 Cyt O2
18 Cyt N3
19 Cyt N4 (1H4)
20 Cyt N4 (2H4)
21 Cyt4 O2
22 Cyt4 N3 (H3)
23 Cyt4 N4 (1H4)
24 Cyt4 N4 (2H4)
25 Thy O2
26 Thy N3 (H3)
27 Thy O4'
28 Ura O2

29 Ura N3 (H3)
30 Ura O4'

100 backbone O2'
101 backbone H2'
102 backbone O3'
103 backbone O4'
104 backbone O5'
105 backbone O1 P
106 backbone O2P
107 backbone H3T
108 backbone H5T

B
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TABLE models (
outputnumber
filename

targetname
helixgeometry
nucleic type
aminoacid
SCO re

numberhbonds

nunique
numberbases

base steps
basepattern
bifurcated

minorgroove
majorgroove
involvedbase A
involvedbase_G
involvedbase C
involvedbase_T
involvedbase_U

INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
VARCHAR (100) NOT NULL,
VARCHAR (3),
ENUM ('A', 'B', 'Z'),
ENUM ('rna', 'dna'),
CHAR (1),
INTEGER,
TINYINT UNSIGNED,
TINYINT UNSIGNED,
TINYINT UNSIGNED,
TINYINT UNSIGNED,
INTEGER UNSIGNED,
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),

('Y', 'N' ),
involvedbase CP ENUM ('Y', 'N'),
involvedphosphate ENUM ('Y', 'N'),
involved sugar ENUM ('Y', 'N' ),
PRIMARY KEY (outputnumber)
) ;

TABLE hoonds (
hbond_id
outputnumber
a a

aa_atom
base_chain
base_res no
base_res type
base_atom
angle
angle donor
angle acceptor
angle planar
distance

INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL,
CHAR (1),
SMALLINT UNSIGNED,
CHAR (1),
INTEGER,
CHAR (1),
SMALLINT UNSIGNED,
FLOAT

FLOAT

FLOAT

FLOAT

FLOAT

primary key (hbond_id)
) ;

UNSIGNED,
UNSIGNED,
UNSIGNED,
UNSIGNED,
UNSIGNED,

Figure B.1. Database schema for helixdb2
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Tables Names

There are 141 pairs of tables in helixdb2. The following key words are used in

the table names to indicate it’s state.

10b = “nearly ideal” interactions with 10 degree or lower donor angles only

25b = “good” interactions with 25 degree or lower donor angles only

all = “all” interactions. Tables not 10b or 25b are also “all” interactions

adna 4t = triplet A-form DNA used

arna 4t = triplet A-form RNA used

hbonds = hbonds table, as described in the schema description

models = models table, as described in the schema description

filtered = filtered for nucleic acid pattern redundancies (described in Chapter 4)

ptf= filtered for amino acid pattern redundancies (described in Chapter 4)

nunique = excludes single bifurcated hydrogen bonding interactions

unique adnas = unique interactions between ADNA triplet and ADNA flanked

unique_triplet = unique interactions between ARNA and ADNA triplets

unique spec = unique interactions between ARNA triplet and BDNA flanked

unique flank = unique interactions between ADNA and BDNA flankeds

ribose = includes only 2’OH ribose interactions

BaseSpec = includes only base-specific interactions (described in Chapter 4)
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Example SQL scripts

The term “databases” below will refer to a MySQL table, in order to be consistent with

the terminology used in Chapter 4.

Count number of interactions in “nearly ideal” tables (databases)

# complete interaction databases
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

10b arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique ;
10b arna_4t_hbonds_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b adna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b adna_4t_hbonds_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b fadna 4 f_models_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b fadna 4 f_hbonds_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b fodna 4 f_models_filtered ptf_nunique;
10b fodna 4 f_hbonds_filtered ptf_nunique;

# difference databases
select count (*)
select Count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
select count (*)
Select count (*)
select count (*)
select Count (*)

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

10b arna_4 t_models_ribose ptf_nunique;
10b arna_4 t_models_unique_triplet_ptf_nunique;
10b adna 4t models_unique_triplet_ptf_nunique;
10b fadna 4 f_models_unique_flank_ptf_nunique;
10b fodna 4 f_models_unique_flank_ptf_nunique;
10b adna 4t models_unique_adnas ptf_nunique;
10b fadna 4 f_models_unique_adnas ptf_nunique;
10b arna_4 t_models_unique_spec_ptf_nunique;
10b fodna 4 f_models_unique_spec_ptf_nunique;

Break down the number of models by groove and number of hydrogen bonds

SELECT majorgroove, minorgroove, numberhbonds, count (*)
FROM 10b arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique
GROUP BY majorgroove, minorgroove, numberhbonds;

Break down the number of models in the major groove

SELECT basepattern,
FROM 10b arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique

WHERE majorgroove = 'Y' and minorgroove- 'N'
GROUP BY basepattern;

count (*)

Break down the number of models by amino acid

SELECT aminoacid, max (nunique)
FROM arna_4t_models_filtered ptf_nunique
GROUP BY aminoacid;
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Get maximum number of hydrogen bonds found for each amino acid - *-

SELECT aminoacid, max (numberhbonds), max (nunique)
FROM fodna 4 f_models_filtered ptf_nunique ~
GROUP BY aminoacid; } < 2/

*

H_ !

Create “nearly ideal” (angledonors=10°) interaction database from “all” database *º,
º

# get list of output numbers that satisfy the criteria -

ºCREATE TEMPORARY TABLE nearly ideal
SELECT outputnumber, count (*) AS count

FROM arna_4t_hbonds
WHERE angle_donor = 10 and distance.<=3. 1
GROUP BY outputnumber;

# create new models table
CREATE TABLE 10b. arna_4t_models
SELECT ma . * FROM arna_4t_models AS ma

INNER JOIN nearly ideal AS th
ON th . outputnumber = md. outputnumber
WHERE ma . numberhbonds = th . count and md. nunique-1;

# create new hoonds table
CREATE TABLE 10b arna_4t_hbonds
SELECT hb. * FROM arna_4 t_hbonds AS hb

INNER JOIN 10b. arna_4t_models AS ma j
ON ma . outputnumber=hb. outputnumber; &

Cº.
*

Get number of hbonds broken out by base pattern groups (xy,x z,xyz) c

# XY .7//
SELECT numberhbonds, count (*) FROM arna_4 t_models_unique_spec_ptf_nunique

WHERE majorgroove = 'N' and minorgroove = 'Y' L! |
and bifurcated= 'N' and aminoacid l = 'Y' o
and (basepattern–220 or basepattern–222 or basepattern–231 º
or basepattern–221 or basepattern–230 or basepattern–240) *.
GROUP BY numberhbonds; ~

º

# X_Z
SELECT numberhbonds, count (*) FROM arna_4t_models_unique_spec_ptf_nunique *

WHERE majorgroove- 'N' and minorgroove- 'Y' sº
and bifurcated= 'N' and aminoacid l = 'Y' »

and (basepattern=320 or basepattern-321 or basepattern=322 AT:
or basepattern–332 or basepattern–3.35 or basepattern-344)
GROUP BY numberhbonds; nº

# XYZ
SELECT numberhbonds, count (*) FROM arna_4t_models_unique_spec_ptf_nunique

WHERE majorgroove = 'N' and minorgroove='Y' 2e

and bifurcated= 'N' and aminoacid l = 'Y' º
and (basepattern–331 or basepattern–3.33 or basepattern-334 4.
or basepattern-336 or basepattern-340 or basepattern–341
or basepattern=342 or basepattern–343 or basepattern-345 O
or basepattern-346 or basepattern-347 or basepattern=350 ~

or basepattern=351 or basepattern–352 or basepattern=360) Sº
GROUP BY numberhbonds; sº

>

cº

Sº
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Appendix C

NailMine:

An user-friendly program for

mining the interaction databases º
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Overview

Nailmine is a set of integrated C programs that allows a user to interactively filter

the base : base, base : amino-acid, base-pair : amino-acid, and helix : amino acid

databases. Users can input constraints, either from experimental evidence or otherwise,

to retrieve models of interest. Nailmine has a menu-driven interface for ease-of-use.

Installation

Nailmine is distributed as 2 separate tarballs:

1) nailmine. tsz contains

• main program executables

• source code for the programs that mine WASABI, and diversigen.

• the model databases for the base-aa and basepair-aa models

• the programs and databases for the base-base models, aka bambi.

2) helixaa.. to z contains model databases for the aa-helix models.You will need at least

3Gb, and preferably 5Gb of free disk space in the directory you install nailmine in.

Directions for installing and compiling nailmine is provided in the readme. txt file found

on installation CD #1.

Running Nailmine

Nailmine can be excuted by typing nailmine from the shell. The main menu is

shown on the next page.
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* * * WELCOME TO THE NAIL DATABASE MINING PROGRAM # * *

Please select one of the following choices:

Mine Base-Base interaction database
Mine Amino Acid-Base interaction database
Mine Canonical Helices interaction database

Use Diversigen conformation generator
(Internal) Run NAIL on a directory
I would like to quit

:
Please enter the number of your choice:

Menu options 1-3 correspond to the aforementioned available databases. option 2

includes both single base and base-pair interactions to amino acids. option 4 is a C

program wrapper for Diversigen. option 5 generates a script and instructions to create a

NAIL website for a directory of interaction models. The process is quite awkward, but

can be done if there is immense need. option 1 is the BAMBI program written by

Bernhard Walberer, and option 4 is self-explanatory. The main menus for options 2 and

3 will be covered here.

Selection of option 2 brings up a menu that allows you to select either single base

or base pair interactions with amino acids. The two options presents you with similar

menus and filtering options. As an example, we will follow the first option. Selection of

option 1 for single base interactions presents you with a self-explanatory menu shown on

the next page.
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* * * WELCOME TO THE AA-BASE DB MINING PROGRAM

344 interactions present in database !

Which dataset would you like to start with?

l exclude Bifurcated hydrogen bonds
2 Include ALL 344 interactions

3 Exit to Main MINE menu

Please enter the number of your choice:

r + +

Selecting option 1 brings you to the main menu below.

* * * WELCOME TO THE AA – BASE DB MINING PROGRAM

261 interactions currently selected .

Which features would you like to select:

Base Composition
Amino Acid Composition
Number of Hydrogen Bonds
Exclude Bifurcated Interactions

Require Interaction Planarity
Select Interaction Atoms
Exclude redundant A+, C+ interactions

8 RESET all models to "selected."

9 QUIT-- print a list of models
10 QUIT-- print a list AND save models
11 QUIT-- save nothing
12 Advanced Black Magic (Alan Cheng only)

Please enter the number of your choice:

+ + +

Option 1 allows you to select only interactions involving a particular base, or only

purines or pyrimidines. Option 2 allows you to select only interactions involving a

selected amino acid. Option 3 allows you to chose an exact number or a range of number

of hydrogen bonds involved. Option 4 excludes interactions that include bifurcated
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hydrogen bonds. Option 5 selects only interactions that can be formed in the plane, and

accesses a database of interactions found using a 2D search in the plane. Option 6 allows

you to select only interactions that involve a particular base or amino acid atom. This

option can be repeated to further narrow down the set of selected interactions. Option 7

excludes interactions to the protonated base pairs that are represented by the non

protonated versions of the base pairs. In essence this means eliminating interactions to

A+ and C+ that don’t involve intermolecular hydrogen bonds to the extra proton. Option

8 selects all interactions in the database and undoes all filtering done. Option 9 allows

printing of a list of models selected into a user-specified file. Option 10 also prints a list,

and furthermore puts pdb files of all models into a user-specified directory. Option 11

allows you to quit to the main nailmine menu. Option 12 allows printing of a database

file that can saved and loaded into a personal copy of nailmine. To load the database into

nailmine, a user will need to replace the applicable database file in their personal

-/nailmine/program/bin directory with the filtered database file. This is admittedly

clumsy, but can be done if one is compelled.

Selecting the “Mine Canonical Helices” option from the main nailmine menu

brings up the menu on the next page.
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Which interaction dataset would you like to start with?

4

WELCOME TO THE AA- CANONICAL HELIX DB MINING PROGRAM

All interactions

Base Specific interactions

Difference databases of interactions

Exit to Main MINE menu

Please enter the number of your choice:

ºr r +

The menu items here are self explanatory from a reading of Chapter 4.

option 1 results in the self-explanatory menu below.

Selecting

* * * WELCOME TO THE AA-CANONICAL HELIX DB MINING PROGRAM

Which all interaction dataset would you like to use?

arna triplets
adna triplets
adna flankeds
bdna flankeds

Exit to Main MINE menu

Please enter the number of your choice:

+ + +

Selecting option 1 brings up the filtering menu shown on the next page.
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* * * WELCOME TO THE AA-BASEPAIR DB MINING PROGRAM # * *

1859 interactions currently selected
*

- -
< *

Which features would you like to select : º

*—
1 Amino Acid involved 12 Hbond Angle range
2 Bases involved 13 Hbond Donor Angle range *
3 Backbone involvement 14 Hbond Distance range ~,

4 Number of hydrogen bonds 15 Select Interaction Atoms º

5 Number of unique hydrogen bonds 16 Exclude tyrosines
6 Exclude Bifurcated Interactions 17 Select basepattern type

7 Number of bases involved 18 RESET all models to "selected"

Number of basesteps involved
9 Basepattern involved
8

19 Leave - Print list of models
10 Minor Groove Interactions only 20 Leave – Print list AND save models
11 Major Groove Interactions only 21 Leave – Save nothing

Please enter the number of your choice:

Many of the options here are similar to those in the base-amino acid menu or are

self-explanatory, and only the novel options will be reviewed. Option 3 allows selection

of only interactions that involve a sugar, or alternatively only interactions that involve a cº

phosphate. Selection of a particular backbone interaction atom can be done via option

16. Option 9 allows selection of a particular base pattern via the basepattern numbers

presented in Chapter 4. Option 17 can be used for grosser selection of basepattern types

(ie, single step, XY, X_Z, or XYZ). Options 12, 13, and 14 allow restriction to only

interactions that have all hydrogen bonds with less than a given angle or distance. Option

12 refers to the acceptor-hydrogen-donor angle. Option 16 allows exclusion of Tyr

because Ser can represent all Tyr interactions.
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